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UP Head Urges Communication
~-ii:,

BY PAUL WILBORN
Oracle Staff Writer

URA VICH came to USF from
the University of West Florida
<UWF) where he served as
Public Safety director for two
years. Before that he served as
assistant director of security at
Florida State University.
Uravich said he feels a law
enforcement agency should be
"cognizant of the needs of the
community it serves" and be
responsive to those needs.
"There are a lot of innovations
taking place on a college campus
and I don't see why campus law
enforcement can't be innovative
as well," Uravich said.

The new director said he favors
a campus advisory board on
security and said he helped
organize a student review board
at UWF to screen applicants for
security positions.
"I FEEL this type of input is
valuable and at West Florida we
generally followed the recommendations of the student
board," he said.
Uravich met with student
leaders last week to discuss the
possibilities of an on-campus
ticket appeals ·.board. Currently,
students who want to contest
parking tickets have to go to
court downtown.

Uravich said most law enforcement agencies concentrate
on apprehension after a crime is
committed. but he plans to
emphasize stopping crime before
it happens.
"STUDENTS, faculty and staff
members have a responsibility
to help us prevent crime by
reporting crimes in progress or
suspicious activity," Uravich
said.
Uravich,
a
native
of
Springfield, Vt., holds both a
bachelor's and a master's degree
in police administration from
Florida State University. He is
married and has one child.

Paul Uravfch
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50% Happy'
With Computer
1

BY ANDREA HARRIS
Managing Editor

·

Oracle pltote by Bill Ptllllips

OVER THE COUNTER
Long, crowded lines await students purchasing books
In USF's Textbook Center this week. The center, located
on West Holly Street, sells .texts for campus courses,
while the bookstore In the University Center dispenses
classroom supplies. See related story, page 24.

At least half of the students who
registered during the computerized early registration
should be happy -- they got
exactly what they wanted.
Douglas MacCullough, acting
registrar, said of the 11,467
students who went through early
registration, 50 per cent received
the courses and sections they
asked for.
Seventy-five per cent received
full schedules.
Of · the remaining students,
most of them got just one less
course than they asked for, he
said.
I think the
"BASICALLY,
system went very well," Mac·
Cullough said.
The major problem with the
$50,000 system implemented for
the first time this quarter was
that schedules were mailed to
students a week late.
The schedules were delayed
because it took System and
Computer Technology Corporation, which supplied the

programming, "longer to get the
system running than they anticipated," MacCullough said.
"We have . had .people . upset
because they didn't get a course," he said. "But that is not a
new complaint to this office."
STUDENTS who got schedules
with Classes they didn't sign up
for and students who received
completely blank schedules were
in the minority, he said.

.Student
computer
Page 4.

reaction to
varied-see

One student received a blank
schedule because he signed up for
day courses while indicating on
his form that he would not be
available for classes during the
day, MacCullough said.
And students who asked for
psychology and got beginning
Russian instead probably put the
wrong reference number on titeir
forms, he said.

To correct errors in schedules,
students must follow the dropadd procedure, he said. The dropadds. are being handled by the
colleges for the first time, and
students must pick up forms from
the college offfering the course
they are dropping or adding, he
said.
"It not only saves the student
steps, but it will give the colleges
immediate notice that a st1,ident
has dropped or added this particular section of a course," he
said.
IN THE PAST, drop-adds we~e
handled by the Office of Records
and Registration.
"What we hope to do is encourage more students to early
register," MacCullough said. Of
the 19,774 projected enrollment
for Qtr. 1, only 11,467 registered
early.
Early registration for Qtr. 2
will be held in November, he said,
and class schedules and bill will
probably be mailed on time.
"As· everyhody tearns more
about the system and how it
works, it will improve," he said.

Professor Threatens University With Suit
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Assistant News Editor
A USF professor who says he
was threatened and harassed
recently when arrested by
University Police (UP) said
yesterday he will sue the
University if he is not compensated for expenses encountered in connection With his
.arrests.
However, Ken Thompson, vice
president for Administration,
said it is "not likely the
University will directly reimburse" the professor, Dr. David
VanDercar.
VANDERCAR was arrested by
UP Aug. 25 and charged with
speeding, having no valid inspection sticker and no driver's
iicense. The next night he was
again arrested, and this time
charged with driving under the
inf! uence of narcotics. The

following day he was stopped
again, but no charges were filed.
VanDercar said he and a neighbor were riding trail bikes across
campus at about 35 miles per
hour in a 30 mile per hour zone
during the first incident. He said
they were stopped and his friend
was issued a ticket and allowed to
leave, but he was taken to UP
headquarters "to determine my
identity and if the motorcycle
was stolen."
VanDercar said his cycle was
new, so he did not have a permanent inspection sticker, but
did have a temporary one. Lt.
Charles Wilson, acting Director
of Public Safety and Security
when the incidents occurred, said
the charge was made "because
the sticker wasn't displayed
properly or something."
,\CCOHDING TO VanDercar,
UP refused to release the cycle
until he produced his driver's

license. He said he hitchhiked
home and returned with his
neighbor and his driver's
license, and the cycle was
released.
The next day, VanDercar said
he was retracing his course from
the previous day "to familiarize
myself with the street names and
to gain a general idea of the
distances involved." He sai<l he
was stopped by UP Officers Tony
Wal! and Joe Moore, who "made
comments that I was not competent to teach at the University.
"I told Wall that he wasn't in a
position to judge my competency
as a teacher," VanDercar said.
"He turned his flashlight around
as though to use it as a club,
moved up to me with his hand
cocked and said, 'Just open your
mouth one more time, buddy.· ··
VANDEHCAR said the officers
also asked him to walk along a
line and perform coordination

exercises and then arrested him
for driving while under the influence of narcotics "because
my pupils were too large."
According to VanDercar, Wall
said, "These professors think
they're God. We'll teach them."
VanDercar said he was later
transported to the booking
division of the Tampa Police
Department and given a breath
analysis test, which was
negative. He then went to Tampa
General Hospital to be given, at
his expense. "a general drug
screening.·· He said these results
were not yet available.
Dl' HJ:'\G THE third encounter
acting Social Science Dean
Travis Northcutt was also
present.
Both Northcutt and
VanDercar.
in
written
statements, sai<l a UP car
followed VanDercar "almost
bumper to bumper" from a USF

parking lot for several blocks.
VanDercar said he then pulled
his car to the side of the road, as
did the officer, Moore, and Northcutt. Northcutt and VanDercar
said Moore threatened to arrest
him for "driving too slow."
However, after a raaio conversation. Moore declined to
charge VanDercar.
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Davis Seeks
Secret File
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Assistant News Editor
Although USF administrators
have denied Student Government's (SG) request to see
papers on file in the Student
Affairs office concerning SG's
Bill
SG Pr.es.
constitution,
Davis said he "plans to pursue"
the matter because "we don't let
thinks like that drop ."
"It looks like we are going to
have to go off-campus and see
that those charged by the state
with seeing that the law is upheld
make st.eps to do so," Davis said.
"I am interested in what the
attorney general's opinion on it
would be, and I will probably take
steps to find out."
vice
DR. JOE HOWELL;
president for Student Affairs and
custodian of the files, ' said he
denied Davis' written request for
papers from th~ file on the SG
constitution because "nothing in
there is public in nature." He said
he acted on advice from
University General Counsel
Larry Robinson and Dan Walbolt,
assistant vice president for
Student Affairs.
"Bill's request was significant
only to the principle," Howell
said. "There just wasn't anything
in the durn thing."
Howell said the file contains a
letter from him to the other
University vice presidents,
USF
on official
written
stationery, but said this is not an
official paper as defined by
Florida law. However, Howell
and Walbolt said the other vice
presidents' replies would be
public if they are received .
DA VIS SAID he also requested
Robinson forward to him all
materials he used in making the
decision, but Robinson refused.
Robinson confirmed he had
"written him a letter" but
declined further comment.
"This probably is the end of it,"
"Probably the
Walbolt said.
ultimate authority is Dr.
Howell."
Howell said, "the decision was
based on advice from my general
counsel, so it's really a
University decision. That's it."
However, Dr. Richard Hulet.
Board of Regents <BORl vice
chancellor for Student Affairs,
said neither Howell nor USF
Pres. Cecil Mackey has ultimate
authority in the matter.

administrative
"IF AN
decision is made by Dr. Howell ,
and you think it is inappropriate,
you can appeal it to his superior,
Dr. Mackey," Hulet said.
Hulet said these channels of
appeal are available and even
Mackey does "not really" have
the attthority to prevent SG from
taking the matter to the BOR if it
wishes.
Davis said he is unsure what
steps he will take to appeal the
mater, but noted he will continue
He said he has
his efforts.
requested no "working papers,"
and called Howell and Walbolt's
reasons "somewhat flimsy."

BY MIKE ARCHER
Oracle Staff Writer
Federal funding cuts will
destroy the base of "substantial
support" for USF's graduate
program in Aging Studies this
year, br. Albert Wilson, director
of the program, said Friday.
Wilson said the U.S. Department of Health , Education, and
Welfare (HEW) slashed funds for
the 6-year-old USF program by
about 75 per cent this year and
next year will "phase out" all
federal funds for the program .
The number of Aging Studies
students in the grad program
dropped from 24 ·to 15 this year
and the number of traineeship
stipends (covering tuition and
living expenses) was cut from 20
to 0. Wilson said HEW funding
last year was slightly more than
$200,000 and this year was cut to
$54,000.
" This year will be the phase out
period," Wilson said. "They're
going to give us something to
barely get by on until next year
when federal grants through
HEW will be eliminated."
He said the USF graduate
program in gerontology was
initiated in 1967 as a result of the
Older Americans Act under the
Johnson Administration. The
first Masters degrees were
awarded two years later, and as
of this year 63 MA degrees have
been earned at USF .
Wilson said the USF program
on HEW
has relied heavily
training grants through the

'

Oracle photo by Duke Hamblin

Rob Wood fills his tires with the bicycle pump
at the University Center, installed
recently by USF's Bicycle Club. Club
sponsor Dr. Jesse Binford said pump

Administration on Aging and that
the Nixon Administration's
decision to eliminate the.se grants
will force USF to attempt short,
week-long gerontology training
projects next year to fill in for the
regular program.
Although the state has begun to
increase financial support for the
USF program by providing a
secretary and a "limited number" of graduate assistantships,
Wilson said the value of the
program lies in its ability to
attract "older, more experienced" students and place
them in state and local social
service jobs.
"A good percentage of our
graduate students rely on the
federal stipends to finish school,"
Wilson said. "They leave their

Textbook
Center Hours
The Textbook Center will be
open for business during the
following hours:
Sept. 24-28-9 a .m.-9 p.m .
Oct. 1-5-9 a .m.-7 p.m .
The Center will resume regular
hours Oct. B. Regular hours are
noon to 8 p.m. Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday, and noon
to 6 p.m. Thursday.

use is free to students and said it can
pump up to 100 pounds of pressure.

jobs to come back to school and
need that money to live on."
He said USF gerontology
graduates now staff state aging
programs in Georgia. Tennessee,
and South Carolina as well as
several Florida projects and the
Florida Bureau of Aging.
''There is going to be more and
more demand for this kind of
said.
Wilson
training,"
"Without our usual source of
income, we'll just have to develop
short-term programs and do
what we can to meet the
demand."

Law Test
To Be Given
The Law School Admission
Test will be given on campus Oct.
20. Students wanting to take the
test must apply before Sept. 28 in
FAO 201.

weather
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VanDerca r_ _ __
Continul'd from Page I

Wilson said his department
conducted an investigation of the
incidents, but turned the results
over to Thompson. He would not
comment on the investigation
results. nor would Thommion.
VanDercar said he has asked
the University for three things:
charges be dropped , his expenses such as legal fees be paid ,
and some arrangement be made
to prevent similar future inHowever, Thompson
cidents.
said the University will probably
not directly reimburse him , and
he can see no way now to

guarantee that such incidents
will not be repeated.
"I would rather settle out of
court," VanDercar said, " but
they are giving me no alternative ."
VanDercar clashed with UP
last spring when he refused
during class to summon a
student wanted by UP and
Hillsborough County Sheriff's
Deputies. UP records state the
deputies threatened him with
arrest for obstruction of justice
but no charges were filed .
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Mackey Approves f1~j~t,1{1
•.. find them
Equal Job Plan
in the Oracle
BY JIM BLAINE
Oracle Staff Writer
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey has
approved a new "affirmative
action plan" to further equal
employment opportunity at the
Uriiversity, according to Dr. Jim
Vicki-ey, director of University
Relations.
Despite the new program;
Vickrey said there are still cases
of salary discrimination at USF '.
VICKREY SAID the average
salaries for females and minority
groups are consistently lower
than salary averages for others
in the same position.
Other than restating the
university's intent to correct
salary inequities between male
and female, white and minority,
no concrete goals are set for
finding and correcting the faults.
Until someone brings in .a
documented case of salary
discrimination, USF will do
nothing, Vickrey said.
Cases where salary inequities
have been shown have been
corrected, he said. Last.year USF
reportedly spent $100,000 "off the
top" to correct documented
problems in salaries, Vickrey
said.
APPROVED
Sept. 12, the
equal opportunity plan attempts
to set new discrimination control
guidelines. It was compiled by
Vickrey and USF General
Counsel Lawrence J. Robinson.
Robinson and Vickrey worked
with the Equal Opportunity
Committee on the five month
project. The completed 100-page
document is a revision of a 1969
equal opportunity plan and will
be released near the end of the
month, Vickrey said.
sets
THE NEW PLAN
numerical goals for minorities in
employe and faculty
hiring,
student recruitment, parceling
out of university business and
letting contracts.
A 1970 USF report to the U.S.
Department
of
Health,
Education, and Welfare set goals
for black enrollment at 10 per
cent by 1976 . Three years later,
black enrollment stands at just
over three per cent of the student
body <Qtr. 1-3, 72-73).
Vickr~y said the 1969 plan for
equal opportunity was the first in
Florida and one of the first in the
southeast. He noted USF has a
black student enrollment and
faculty level exceeded only by

"The plan · comes up
short of an affirmative
action plan but is good ..• "
-Troy Collier
Florida A&M and perhaps one
other college in the state.
THE REVISED
program
approved by Mackey sets new
goals for recruitment and hiring
based on availability. It keeps the
system
of
meeting
old
discrimination complaints.
Vickrey said one innovation of
the program was to hold all vice
presidents and administrative
personnel accountable for implementing equal opportunity
guidelines.
Vickrey
is
withholding
numerical quotas for personnel
and student recruitment until
figures can be released officially
with the complete report and
because minority goals "would
surprise some people" because
they are so low.
.. WE FEEL we have a pretty
good chance of achieving these
goals rather than choosing some
mythical number that sounds
good," Vickrey said.
Availability is determined by
the percentage of people
qualified for the job or in that
position. For example, the
number of women in the facultv
of the College of Business would
be determined by the number of
women PhD's in business in the
U.S.
Vickrey emphasized the
revised · program will
allow
leeway for better distribution of
minorities in key . categories.
Administration and management
positions will be filled with
women and blacks based on
national and state averages.
Minority groups in the student

WELCOME
BACK
USF
TO

THE LOSERS
the Showeaae o'f the South for
Rock Music
THIS, Wf:J:I<
Bud o.n Tap
~ 15-glass, day
.25-glass, night RUBY SMOOTH
from Atlanta
Entertainment .75 at door
1.00 - fri Et sat
Please Bring 1.0.

-seven pieces

body will ·also be increased, he
said. Parameters for minority
enrollment will be determined
by the composition of graduating
classes at the high school and
junior. college level.
THE ACTUAL percentage of
minorities will be determined
by those "whl> can reasonably be
expected to come," he said.
Appeals can be made to any of
the three vice presidents of the
university, according to Vickrey.
Appeals can go to Mackey after
being sent to the vice presidents.
The
Equal
Opportunity
Committee handles complaints
only if they are referred to it by a
vice president. It is mainly a
policy-making board and not an
appellate body, Vickrey said.
STUDENT
MINORITY
complaints should be made to
Troy Collier, assistant to the vice
president for Student Affairs.
Collier acts as a mediator between the student and the administrator or member of the
faculty charged with a breach of
the equal opportunity policy at
USF.
Commenting on the program
approved by Mackey, Collier
said, "The plan comes up short of
an affirmative action plan but is
good as an equal opportunity
program. I don't know if I approve of it, but I understand it."
Isaiah Trice, special assistant
for minority affairs, said, "There
are a lot of good things in it but
they are not going to be effective
if they are not implemented."
special
Maxine
Mac Kay,
assistant for women's affairs,
could not be reached.
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Some Say Computer Stinks
Student reaction to the new
computer registration system at
USF varied from a succinct "it
stinks" to a more tolerant "it
worked out okay."
Sophomore Doug Evans was
one student with no great complaints. Like some of the
students, he didn't mind getting
some of the class hours changed
as long as he got the courses he
wanted.
"IT WORKED out okay'" said
Evans, "not the times I wanted

though. Easier than the old
system."
With all the forms a freshman
has to fill out before becoming
officially a member of the USF
fraternity, not all the freshmen
were convinced the new compuler system was easy. Freshman Bill McKay found it the
hardest.
"They could have made it
easier," said McKay. "The adviser explains it, and the only
thing we can manage to say is
'Wow'. The book <USF Schedule

of Classes) explains it, but you
need somebody to explain the
book."

the error which gave her a
schedule conflict.

NOR WAS freshman Richard
Lee satisfied with the new
system. "The computer system
stinks," he said, after finding he
didn't get the courses he wanted.

Other USFstudents registering
early under the new system
experienced special problems.
Junior Robert Hardee complained the computer form did
not contain the "unavailable
class time options" to suit his
needs.

Ann Stepanski and Gale
Marshall were in the majority.
On the student exchange
program from Maine, they got
all the courses they asked for.

JUNIOR CAROL Bradshaw
complained the schedules
arrived in the mail too late.

"We're on an exchange
program and they sort of fit us
in," one of the girls said.

"They had to go through it for
the first time to find out where
the mistakes were," said Janice
Bond, a junior. She harbored no
ill will toward the computer for

One student was forced to add a
class after the computer dropped
one of his classes and the
alternate for the same reason.
There were no seats available.

i Editorials 8'
lI
Commentary
Blue Light Problems
Offer No Recourse
slow and was charged with being under
the influence of drugs.

To go along with all the welcomes,
warnings may be in order for those
driving cars and riding motorcycles.
In addition to the obvious offense of
exceeding the speed limit, drivers on
campus can also be arrested for driving
too slow, if the case of Dr. David
Vandercar, USF psychology professor,
is true.
ONE DAY VanDercar was arrested
for exceeding the speed limit; the next
night he was picked up for going too

HOME

Vandercar was told by the arresting
officer no blood test would be given and
VanDercar would have to prove his
innocence, according to VanDercar's
statement.
Such handling of any drug charge is
sloppy and shows poor judgement by
the officer. Vandercar should not have
had to face· the financial burden of
having the tests conducted.

Reader Protests Rail Road Cuts
Editor:
In this brief letter, I would quickly
like to state my feelings about the
unfortunate lack of time the Underground Railroad is allowed on
WUSF.
As many people already know, the
Rall Road is about the only modern
music radio presentation that is not
littered with overplayed, predestined
hits like that presented on other supercommercialized stations.
Since there is so much excellent
music being recorded by up-to-date
musicians, I believe that WUSF should
give more listening time to them at the
expense of the time given to the
classical music programs.
P.S. Roll over Beethoven, you know
we all love you, but you've been on the
super hit list for 150 yearsi It's time to
give your great. .. great gta11dchildren
a chance.
David Pettantoni
Sol)hotttote
This public docUhH~ttt wu
1)1-tttttUlgated llt iltt lllU\Ual cost of
•t48,li!i6..t5 ut l)c pet c:opy, to
dlssemlhate news to the students,
staft attd faculty bf lhe tJnlvetsity
of South Florida. <Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue. l

(letters]
No Trespassing
Editor:
There have been numerous complaints made to this department concerning the trespassing of students
from your school. This trespassing is
being done in pastures located on the
30th Street Extension into Pasco
County.
It is my information that these
students are gathering "Toad Stools"
for their own pleasure.
Please b.e advised that trespassing is
a criminal offense and the owners of
these lands have assured me that in the
futUt€! when they find these violators on
their property they will prosecute. It Is
my desire that you will please Inform
the student body of the seriousness of
this offense.
Thank you for your co-operation in
this matter.
Basil Gaines
Pasco County Sheriff
David A. Schneider,
Chief Deputy

Please Write
Editor:
I am a federal prisoner at Leavenworth, Kansas. I have been in prison
now almost five years. I expect to be
getting out next summer, and after
being in prison for so long I have lost
all contact with the people I once knew
on the streets.
What I would like is people to
correspond with this last year of confinement so that I may familiarize
myself with the now things in the world
_ today. And too, it's an awful lonely
situation sitting here expecting to be
released soon and not knowing anyone
presently on the streets.
I would like to ask if you would print
my letter in your paper or run my name
and address requesting correspondence.

All love to the people.

CLAUDIA McILWAIN
VIVIAN l\IULEY
DA VE MOORMANN
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JoeSadauskas
no. 27200
P.O. Box 1000

VANDERCAR said he wanted to keep
this incident quiet to avoid damaging
the University's reputation, However,
because of lack of Administrative
response and lack of other recourse, he
decided to bring the story out in the
open.
T.h~ long - ~landing SG proposal for a
civ1l;::;a review board and advisory
board would have pro\'ided 'the forum
for proper airing of VanDercar n's
grievance.

As for now, the Administration should
expedite settlement of VanDercar's
case, and it should quit dragging its feet
and set up the mechanism a review
board to prevent further mishaps and
problems.

(letters policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters to the
editor on all topics. All letters must be
signed and include the writer's student
classification and telephone number.
Letters should be typewritten triple
spaced. The editor reserves the right to
edit or shorten letters .. Letters received
by noon will be considered for
publication the following day
Mail boxes are leeatect in the UC ~pd
!4ln'·~rr f~r Mters tq t1w EclUor. · "

Leavenwort~ ~l.JftS~i:i ll~MB,

News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor

PETE DICKS
MARILYN M. EVON
l,.EO STALNAKER

Makeup Editor
Copy Editor
Adviser
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no()n for Tuesday, Friday noon for Wednesday, Monday noon forTl\ursday, Tuesday noon for Friday.
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'Rail Road' Cut
Paves Way For
Serious Music
Following severe cuts in the
Underground Rail Road, a
progressive rock music radio
program, WUSF-F'M will . devote
more time to "serious matters,"
according to Dr. Manny Lucoff,
director
of
Educational
Resources.
Lucoff said programming on
the University-operated public
radio station is "expanding to
more serious music" and also
expanding the cultural and public
affairs aspects of the ;>tation's
program day.
THE UNDERGROUND Rail
Road formerly aired approximately 45 hours . of
progressive rock per week with
both afternoon and late evening
shows. A campus survey during
Qtr. 3 last year showed the Rail
. Road program highly popular
among USF students.
But Lucoff said USF students
only mak~ up a small part of the
station's listening audience, and
"serious treatment of various
cultural and informational
matters'; would become the
objectives
of
WUSF-FM
programming.
New hours for the Underground
Rail Road will be midnight· to
2 a.m. every night except
Tuesday.

YPP.

ANNOUNCES NEW
10 WEEK SCHEDULE ·
(SAME AS OTHER USF COURSES)
IN SEPTEMBER

Enrollment Unlimited

CHANNEL16
WUSF-1V

USP College Credit Courses by television - in your own holl1e or
in a reserved room on campus.

QUARTER I SCHEDULE

44>02
2859

4748
2412
5075

5353

ANT

371-501 ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (4)
(Dr. Evelyn Kessler)
ENG 211-501 CURRENT NOVELS (3)
(Dr. Lawrence Broer)
GPY 371-503 WEATHER & MAN (5)
(Dr. Hans Neuberger)
MUS 371~501 ISSUES IN MUSIC (2)
(Dr. Jacques Abram)
PSY 201-501 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY (5)
(Dr. Paschal. Strong) .
SSI
301-501 SOCIAL SCIENCE STATISTICS (!4)
(Dr. Karl Achenbach)
.

NEW COURSE BY RADIO (WUSF-FM, 89.7)

2420

205-501 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC MUSIC
(Dr. J.,,arry Austin)
(3)

TO REGISTER - Fill out an Add Form, September 18-21, at the
Y.O.U. desk in the Gym, or come to the Y.O.U. Office in the
basement of the .Library, ULI 20-D. For additional information,
call 974-2341, extension 23.

Tonite thru Sunday

FAT CHANCE
10*
OH,I
HEAR.
/HAT'S
GREAT/

I

THE NEW

1•·•11 liara1a

Now Open
at 11 a.m.!

Happy Hour 8-9 Tues.-Thurs.

!HE WHIPPIN msT
Florida Ave. North of Fletcher
Sandwiches served till 9 p.m.
20¢ DRAFT $1.00 pitchers till 6 p.m-.

School
l(ids
Records
Specializing in Rock Music.
- - The lowest prices in town.
Rolling Stone 60~
-Zoo World 20 ¢

so read on ....

•Guaranteed Dependable
Workmanship
tTune-ups in your driveway
•Emergency tow service
•Discounts on parts
tAuto mechanix classes
~

C~P... LL 'U
. S NOW! 977-0410

""""mv""""'-...
"'..,.
...'?....
GE""-...
. . .G
...
WilP-i'fC
.....
_ . .,..
..,,.
...., ,.,.m;________
~:r.i..~
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~
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5

4237 BUSCH BLVD.
(corner of Busch & 46th St.)
lla.m.-9p.1n.

Mon.-Sat.

988-0035
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Hun t Tes timo ny
Imp licat es Aide
" .SHINGTON <UPI) - Watergate conspirator' E . Howard Hunt Jr. testified yesterday
that a White House aide, seeking the Catholic
vote foi: President Nix.on in 1972, tried to falsify
records to blam'e the Kennedy administration for
the . 1963 assassiination of South Vietnam
President Ngo Dinh Diem .
"While there was every reason to believe, on
the basis of the accumulated evidence of the
cable documentation that · the Kennedy administration was simplicitly, if not explicitly,
responsible for the assassination of Diem and his
brother-in-law, there was no hard evidence such
as a cable emanating from the White House or a
reply coming from Saigon," Hunt concluded.

Price Drop
PORTLAND, Maine {UPI> - Agriculture
Sceretary Earl Butz says latest governr; 2nt
figures will show a 10-15 per cent drop in farm
prices for the month ending Sept. 15.
The latest Agriculture Department price index
is scheduled to be released Friday.

Shuttle Okayed
WASHINGTON <UPI> - United States and
Belgian officials yesterday signed a communique by which nine European countries can
participate in the U.S. space shuttle program.
The countries involved are Belgium , Denmark, France, Germany , Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.

Parole Refused
WASHINGTON <UPI> - The U.S. Parole
Board refused yesterday to parole former Rep.
Cornelius E. Gallagher, D-N.J ., who is serving
a two-year prison sentence for attempting to
evade in'c ome taxes .

Postal Increase
WASHINGTON <UPI> - Postmaster General
Elmer T. Klassen said yesterday the U.S. Postal
Service will seek an across-the-board increase in
postal rates to take effect next January, including raising first class mail from eight to 10
cents.
"The proposed new rates will take temporary
effect on Jan. 5, 1974," Klassen told a National
Press Club luncheon. In addition to the rise in
first class mail, Klas~en said the proposal would
call for a boost in air mail costs from 11 to 13
cents .

WASHINGTON <UPI) - A proposed Constitutional amendment to allow voluntary prayer
in public schools won strong support from
religious and patriotic leaders who testified
Monday before the Senate constitutional
amendments subcommittee.

"
J

USF Scuba Club will be having
its first meeting on Sept. 26 at 8
p.m . in UC 201.

The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers will meet
Oct. 3 in ENG 003 at 2 p.m . for a
business meeting to discuss Oct.
17 dinner meeting and new
membership applications will be
accepted. All interested students
invited.

The Fellowship is located on
Davis Road just off Fowler; east
of the Hillsborough River. On
Sept. 30 at II a .m . Sandy Wing,
a teacher at Independent Uay
School, will present "Humanistic
Education ". For more information contact Rev . Melott at
988-8188.

MONDAY
Movement of Spiritual Inner
Movement
MSIA announces seminars
every Monday a t 8 p.m . in UC 255 .
There is a voluntary donation .
For more information call Don
Morris at 977-1668.
Amateur Radio Club
USF's Amateur Radio Club
meetings will be held Mondays at
2 p.m. in SOC 387. Anyone interested is invited. Oct. 1 meeting
will involve annual election of

offiters.

*

IARGESr SELECTION OF TAPES IN TAMPA

*81RAlli PI.AYERS FROM$39.95
*STEREO COMPONENTS
*QUAD TAPES AND PIAYERS
TAPES AND PIAYERS

*CA&SETIE

* PIAYERS INSTAILED--IN DASH--UNDER DASH--

ANYWHERE
**
** HEADPIDNES
LlSTEN BEFORE
BlN

COMPIEIE REPAIR DEPAR1MENT
IARGE SELECTION' OF I.PS
YOU
YOUR TAPES
FROM $6.95
*DISCOUNT PRICES
*TAPE EX~1RADE IN YOUR OID TAPES
*TAPE CLUB FOR EXIRA VAUJE
OPEN MON THRU FRI TIL 9PM

-------------

8919 north florida ave
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
935-8444

-----~4115 henderson blvd
872-8444

Prayer Proposed

WEDNESDAY - OCT. 3
l.E.E.E.

SUNDAY
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship

WE HAVE IT ALL TOGETHER

WASHINGTON <UPI) - The United States
notified the new military junta in Chile yesterday that it intends to continue diplomatic
relations with that country, according to the
State Department.
A spokesman said Chilean military leaders
were notified by the U.S. Embassy in Santiago
that diplomatic relations would continue between the· two countries .

WEDNESDAY .
Scuba Club

The Baha'i Club will meet Sept.
27 at 8 :30 in UC 158. It will be a
meeting for election of officers.
All are invited.

•:-:·.'\··;·'I:·._,. s·····T· · E."_
R,:·eo:·•....
··
·.... :··:.. .

Chile

'

THURSDAY
Baha'i Club

TOWN

news

8ulletin Soard
CRC will hold its first meeting
Sept. 26 at 2 p.m . in UC 204 ; to
discuss plans for Qtr. l and to
hear a scheduled speaker. All
students, faculty and staff are
invited. ·

TAP E

W 0 r Idbriefs

--ORAC LE

College Republican Club

WE'LL BUY YOUR GAS
TO COME AND SEE

CONTINUING EVENTS

OFF ANY PURCHASE WITH THIS AD
EXPIRES OCIDBER 10, 1973

COME AND SEE THE PHOTO AND
AV EXPERTS AT
SOUTHERN PHOTO & NEWS
COMPLETE LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC &
r--~~A V EQUIPMENT PLUS AUDIO-VISUAL
Southern
AND FILM RENTAL SERVICE.
Photo &
News Inc.
1515 Morion - 22 3.·4239
•Film Library
Photo & AV Equip!.
Sales & Se rY ice

Paraprofessional Counseling
The counseling programs need
students interested in training
and service to fellow students.
Academic credit available at all
levels . Call Gary Hanks at Ext.
2833 . We are especially interested
in Behavior Sci. majors who are
seeking practical experience.
Special Courses

AMPLE FREE PARKING
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30
Saturday
8:30-12:30
Take Florida Exit off 175 South

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

A helping-communica tions
skill training course, offered only
this Qtr. Call Dr. Lillibridge at
2833.

For learning or ed . psych .
students credit can be earned for
on -the-job training and service.
Call John Patterson at 2832.
Counseling Center
The Counseling Center needs
volunteers interested in helping
fellow students two or three hours
a week. Call Bill Anton at 2866 .
Final Thesis Deposit Deadlines
For Qtr. 1 turn in final theses to
the Graduate Studies Office bv
Nov. 16, 1973.
Testing and Advanced
Placement
On Oct. 3 the Miller Analogies
Test will be given in FAQ 220. For
more information contact Mrs.
Duncan in FAO 203 or Ext. 2741.

Fowu:R

a-

17 tit

rJEXT DcoR
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WASHINGTON <UPI) - Amtrak, the national passenger train
network, will begin carrying
automobiles
as well
as
passengers between Chicago and
Florida this winter, it was
learned yesterday.
The proposed · Amtrak "ex- .·
perimental auto-ferry service"
will be Amtrak's first venture
i_nto carrying automobiles
belonging ito its passengers,
although it is now engaged in a
court fight to force the Southern
Pacific Railroad to operate an
Amtrak auto-train on the West
Coast.

Bodies Identified
FORT PIERCE,
(UPI) - A
pathologist testified yesterday

about the grim task of trying f.o
piece together the par ts of tlw
bodies of two mutilated girls au<l
estimated they had been kllled
about . six months befol'e tho
bodies were found.
Dr. Joseph Davis, Medical.
Examiner for Dade County, said
he performed the autopsies on the
bodies of Susan Place, 17, and
Georgia Jessup, 16, Broward
County girls whose corpses were
found April 1 on Hutchinson
Island, near Fort Pierce.
Davis ·said he had only upper
and lower torsos of the bodies to
work with and that "it was difficult to determine what part of
which body belonged to which
' body."' He testified that the
bodies had apparently been

Council Urges
Grad Fee Plan
TALLAHASSEE-The Council
of Presidents yesterday endorsed
an "academic common market"
to allow students to enroll in
· · "extraordinary or highly expensive" graduate programs in
other states without paying outof-state tuition.
Dr. · Robert Mautz, State
University System chancellor,
said the nine university
· presidents adopted the plan to
promote "efficient use of
programs." He said the plan will
.help avpid . duplication of
programs by various states.
. THE PROGRAM will now go to
the Board of Regents <BORl and
then the Florida Legislature.
Mautz said he is uncertain
whether he will receive
legislative support, adding "I
wish I knew."
. The council also adopted new
faculty evaluation procedure ,
which changed "quite vague "
terminology relating to faculty
standards and responsiblty,
Mautz said. He said the standards to -be used will be those
written by the American

Association
of . University
Professors.
. Mautz also said he will issue a
"chancellor's interpretation"
. concerning use of university
space. He said the interpretation
will be a · "definate encouragement" for universities to
allow groups not directly connected with the university to use
campus space.
MAUTZ NOTED the council
also decided to appoint a· committee composed of all academic
vice presidents to study " credit
by examination" programs. He
said the group will work toward
uniformity concerning amount of
credit to be accepted by all state
universities.
According to Mautz , the
committee
was appointed
because some universities at e
·reluctant to accept exam credit,
even though they accept junior
college credit. USF has over 100
students who "skipped their
freshman yea_r" last year via the
tests, accorctmg to Pres. Cecil
Mackey.

AtSBAEEY'
S
we serve fun
(also pizza)

h t~ c kcd

with n MJ-.orp lnatrument .

Appointments
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) -Two
major judicial appoiniments
were set up for Gov. Reubin
Askew yesterday with the announcement by ailing Judge
Donald K. Carroll that he is
resigning his North Florida
District Court of Appeals seat
"on or before" the end of the
year.

935-3101

Loans Increased
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) The amount a person can borrow
from a small . loan company
jumps from $600 to $2,500 on Oct.
1, and State Comptroller Fred
Dickinson said consumers need

to be even "more aware" · than
before 'of their rights and
obligations under law.

7% MINUTES
FROM USF.
NEW 2 BR,
WW carpet, Centra
Heat &Air, Drapes,
furnished $180, unfurnished $155.
Phone988-5263 Days
or988-5614 Evenings
& Weekends.

SOUTH FLORIDA VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR
13301 22nd Street (Fletcher & 22nd ·St.)
South of Frank & Rita's Restaurant

AN INDEPENDENT VOLKSWAGEN SERVIcE CENTER
REBUILT ENGINES

TRANSMISSIONS

*

*
*
OVER 20
YEARS
EXPERIENCE

TUNE-UPS

BRAKES

*

ALL VOLKSWAGEN.
REPAIR WORK
Rebuilt Engine
40 H.P. with exchange

325

ALL WORK
IS GUARANTEED
PH. 971-1725

The Rise .-nd
Fallofthe
~
50's·
On campus, on the
job, on the
weekend
... the look is the
Fifties. And it's still
rising ... at Bailie's.
The kind of attitude
for Fall that suits
you, shirts you,
and still lets you
wear the pants.
Try it all on
before the
Great Fall
... at
Bailie's.

Tampa, Fla.

One of Carroll's fellow Appeals
Court juliiges, John T. Wigginton,
had previously announced that he
is retiring at the end of the year.
Governor Askew will choose
successors from among a list of
qualified candidates submitted
by the Judicial
Nominating
Commission.

7

NOTE!
WE ARE NOT
A SERVICE STATION
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WE'RE IN THE K N O W
WITH THINGS FOR

Ne ce ss iti es Ex tra s
Sup plie s for:

USF Gla ssw are

Art
Eng inee ring
Scie nce
Sch ool
Pho togr aph y
Bu·s ines s

USF SHIRTS

is iust an exa.m ple

·Sp eci al

on

Rec ords
Plaq .u es
Pos ters
Can dles
Terr ariu ms ·
Can dy & · ··
Cig aret tes .
Hal lma rk Car ds
Clas s Rings

Signat
Attache

Xer ox Mac hine
Cos met ics
and much more

. ON LY\ 9 _95

"\)' (t'i •
On ly 100
Ava ilab le

Welcome Sale
on

Sta tio ne ry

. BOOKSTORE
& CA MP US SH OP
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Ne w UC H Win g
Dedicated Sunday

WOW---A FREE HARMAN KARDON?

spa ce arises , Ann Ketchum a
hospital s pokeswoman , said . '

BY LARRY BROWN
Oracle Staff Writer
The ne.w $~.4 million south wing
addition of the University
Community Hospital (UCH) was
dedicated in ceremonies Sunday,
bringing the total bed space to
403 .
A crowd of 350 people attended
the event held on the emergency s ide of the hospital.
Among the speakers was US Rep.
Sam M. Gibbons, D-Fla. In his
rapped
Gibbons
address
Congress for vetoing a $185
million-a-yea r emergency
medical services bill .
THE FIRST two floors of UCH
are service floors and the
remaining four· floors are for

Sam Gibbons
patients. Presently only one of
the patient floors will be opened
but the rest of the floors will be
put into operation as the need for

The hospital is expanding most
of its departments in order to
meet the demands of 400 bed
patients . Ketchem said , "We
doubled the size of the laboratory
a nd blood bank , doubled the size
of the emergency room and
tripled the size of the pharmacy
and physical therapy departments . We also added cobalt and
radiation therapy ." Ketchum
said tbe hospital would have to
add to its _present staff of 275
physicians and dentists and all
other personnel. UCH is one of
the few hospitals in the country to
double in size in less than five
years , said Ketchum .

HARMAN KARDON RE CEI V ERS A RE SO SUPERIO R TO ANY OTHER RE C EIVER .
you to hrin u in a sp1! c ifi ct1tion s ht!1! t tw t t, ~ r thtin a Harman K11rdon 1

w1~ chalh~nge

If yo u c an . we will give yo u a
1. 111·.1 , .,,1· 1·11 ti,,. I l • '•fU<'lh \

kn o w Harm a n Kard o n is tlw

it to

YOU!!

988:7059

A proposed security advisory
committee, in the works since
early last spring, will be formed
and meeting " within a two-week
period ," a c cording to Ken
Thompson , vice president for
Administration.
"The committee will be formulated in the very , very near
future ," Thompson said last
week . "I plan for them to have
their first meeting within two
weeks. "
THE COMMITTEE· was first
propose<:! last spring, following
campus complaints concerning
<UP)
Police
Univ.ersity
procedures , and an ad hoc
committee was formed by former
Bob Fiallo.
Editor
Oracle
However, Vice Pres. for Finance
and Planning Albert Hartley
disbanded the group and
promised the permanent committee would be in operation

"soon ."
A " draft" of the committee
composition and goals wa s circul ate d in ea rl y April a nd
com ments concerning the dra ft
were received from Faculty .
Sen ate , Ca reer Ser vice Sena te,
Adm ini strative a nd P rofessiona l
Coun ci l, an d Student Gove rnMe mb ers hip
<SGJ.
ment
nom inees were also submi tted by
these groups, with al l necessa ry
input in by ea rl y Aug ust.
TllO:VIPSO:\ SAID he has not
ye t spoken to Pa ul Ur av ich.
recenll y appointed direc tor of
Publi c Sa fety and Securit y,
concern ing the ne w committee's
duti es. He sa id Urav ich is in
fa vor of the grou p. hut he wants
to c la rif y its r ole in UP
proced ures.

USF
HEWLE TT"' PACKAR D
...._______- _

___

! IH· 111 . 1111 l . 1• l -11·. 11 1 t .. 1.. 1 . ~,

FINEST MADE

we ju s t w a nt to prove

.

,

FREE ' BA SF c. 1ss1.> ttt.' jus t for c:o1nifl!J in w i th ,u /

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Assista nt News Editor

Thnm pson ac kn o\1·Jedged he
has ;ill tlw nominees fr om the
IH'ccssar:- groups . hut Sil id th e
co m m it lec"s propo se d membership must receiH• fina l apprn\·a \. Th om pson sa id he is
unsure \1 hether I his ilppro1·a l
must come from himself or L"S F
P res Cec il Mac key

Harman Kardon FREE!

li 1·'· I" '' '"'' h l ),.. 1,, 11uu1 I •· ·... I·.

Wt!

Advis ory
Select ions
Under way

Ur av ic h Sil id he pl a ns to
frequen tl y ask the comm itlec fo r
ach·iu• on l 'P ma tt ers. noting he
hop es tl!P nw rnlJ crs hip has
··some pl·rma 1H.·n c\·· · so thP
me mbers can become famil iar
\\' ith usu al procedu res .

9

____ __ Sa les, se rvice and support in 172 cent e rs in 65 countries

5 h loi: k ~ · Ea ~ 1
of Bu ~t: h G u rdt ! ll~
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~'tiLLAS
UP, Ed Resou rces' ~9RTMSIDE
***
Direct ors Chang ed
During the
Editor's note:
summer months, administrators
resigned, new policies were
adopted and WUSF-Fl\1's Underground Rail Road was cut
Oracle Copy Editor
back.
Marilyn M. Evon discusses these
and other changes in a wrap-up of
summer news.

Jack Prehle, director of Public
Safety and Security for USF,
resigned the post he had held for
four years, effective Sept. 1.
Prehle, who had come under
fire for his management of the
· University Police <UP), said his
resignation was prompted by "a
lot of reflection," the pressure of
his job and a desire to get back
into "gut" law enforcement.
Replacing Prehle is Paul
· Uravich, former director of
public safety and security at the
University of West Florida .

Security Manual
A new state-wide security
manual for Florida universities
was adopted in July by the Board
of Regents <BOR).
The manual received a stormy
review by the USF ad hoc
committee set up to study it.
The USF group headed by Dr.
Arnade submitted
Charles
comments to the BOR and
suggested that the manual be
completely rewritten in consultation with the Florida Attorney General.
However, Dr. Robert Mautz,
chancellor of the State University
System, ratified the plan, calling
it well written and well conceived.
. The manµal should make
USF's own security manual
obsolete a'nd would do away with
the controversial fleeing felon
provision. The State manual
prohibits officers from firing at
suspected felons fleeing from
· capture.

'Rail Road' Cut
·· Dr'. Manny Lucoff, named in
mid-June to replace Dr. Gerhard
Eichholz as director of the
Educational. Resources
Department, has shortened the
number of · Underground Rail
Road air hours to 12 in two successive cutbacks. During Qtr. 3
the show was aired for about 45
hours each week.
Lucoff was named director for
the 73-74 school year and will
manage both WUSF radio and
·· TV, instructional materials and
the YOU course program .
The Underground Rail Road
was picked as WUSF's most
popular radio show in a recent
survey conducted by the station.
However, Lucoff shortened the
hours of the show in July to be
effective Sept. 1.

Grievance System
A plan to set up grievance
committees at each college was
approved by Pres. Mackey.
Each committee will be free to
make its own policies although
final appeal in all cases is to
Mackey.
In setting up the committees,
Mackey rejected two . other
proposals including one favored
by the Faculty Senate ca1ling for
a single committee with a
university-wide policy.

Faculty Confidence
Survey figures released in June
bv the American Association of
University Professors I AAUP J
show a sharp drop in faculty
confidence in USF's two top
administrators.
Pres. Mackey and Dr. Carl
Riggs, vice president for
Academjc Affairs , lost substantial percentages of faculty

confidence from last year's
survey.
An increasingly bureaucratic
administration and resentment
because of the increased reliance
placed on the advice of the
Council of Deans were suggested
as causes for the confidence
adsurvey
by
decline
ministrators, Dr . Sotirios
Barb~r and AAUP Pres. Dr. Jack
Moore.

Sasser Named
Dr. Emery Sasser has accepted
the chairmanship of the
Department of Mass Com ··
munications. Sasser, who holds
deg•·ees in journalism · and advertising frnm the University of
Georgia <UG) and a PhD in
the
communications from
University of Illinois, was a
professor at UG .
Sasser will be replacing the
acting chairman, Walter Griscti,
who took over the post after the
resignation of Dr . Arthur Sanderson in 1972.

ROTC Rejected
A USF-Univ.ersity of Tan.:-a
cooperative ROTC program was
suggested and rejected by the
USF Faculty Senate in July.
Faculty Senate members cited
lack of student interest and the
strain on available space that
would be caused by the program
as major reasons for rejection.

USF Branches Eyed
A plan to establish two upperlevel USF branch campuses in
southern Florida has been approved by the BOR, but funds for
the project are not now available.
The branches are to be located
in the Sarasota:Bradenton and
Fort Myers areas, according to
Joe Busta, special assistant to
Pres. Mackey.

An open meeting· was held in
July to elect the first Board of
Directors for the center .
The Women's Center, located
in the UC , will be an information
and rap center available to all
female students.

Grad Programs
graduate
Six new USF
programs were approved by the
Board of Regents . The masters
level programs are for the areas
of Aural Rehabilitation; Criminal
Justice, Administration and
Supervision, and Guidance and
Personnel in the College of
and
Biology ;
Education ;
Humanities .

SFC Evicted
The Student Finance Committee <SFC) was evicted from
its office in the Administration
Building Qtr. 4 by the USF space
committee. The space committee
acted on the matter after Vice
Pres. for Student Affairs Joe
Howell notified the SFC of tl)e
impending eviction.
SFC is the office through which
student input is made to USF
budget allocations, particularly
the Activity and Service Fee
budget.
SFC and Student Government
officials opposed the eviction
from their quarters near the
and
office
comptrollers
a
as
budgetary records
maneuver to lessen student
control in this area of University
business.
While awaiting the final verdict
by the Space Committee and
Continued on Page 11

$14-0 UP
Near USF
1&2 Br Apts
Furn & llnf
A/t.:-D /W
Carpet
Rec Room, 2 Pools, 2 Laundry Rooms.
Saunas, Tennis (ourls
Res Mgr Sat&Sun
Office Hours 9am-6pm Mon-Fri
Skipper Rd. Ea. of Nebraska Ph. 971-52:~6

SOUTH FLORIDA
REVIEW
USF'S Literary Magazine
Now accepting poetry, art and fiction
<;ontributions to be published as a
magazine supplement to the Oracle
during Quarter II
Plaques will be awa~ded for best
contributions in each category
Freshmen may compete in a
spe~ial judging for awards
Send or Deliver Contributions
to
Office of Student Publications
LAN 472
(Include Name and Student Classification)

Dyf! Business Dean
Dr. Howard S. Dye has been
named to replace acting dean Dr ~
Kemper Merriam as dean of the
. College of Business Administration.
Dye was previously dean of the
graduate school and professor of
economics at Southern Illinois
University. He holds BA, MA
and PhD c;legrees in economics .
from Cornell University.

University Studies
The Division of University
Studies was revamped during
Qtr. 4. The plan to change the
division was initiated by Dr. Joe
Howell, vice president for
Student Affairs. Howell said the
plan would move Academic
Advising and High School
Relations from Academic Affairs
to Student Affairs .
Dr. Ellen Kimmel, former
division director, said she was
not notified of the change until a
few days before it was announced
to the University deans.
Kimmel returned to teaching
dutie·s in the College of Education
rather than accept the leadership
of the revamped division.

New ·I nfo Director
Dennis McClendon, director of
USF's Information Services, has
resigned his post effective Oct. 1.
McClendon cited an unprecedented work overload and
no · additional personnel as his
reasons for leaving USF.
James J. Bruss, formerly news
service director at Kent State
University, was named to fill the
vacancy .

Women's Center
Plans were approved for the
formation of a women's center
during Qtr. 4.

HANDMADE INDIAN JEWELRY
rugs, pottery, baskets, beadwork
Navajo-Zuni-Hopi
handmade leather goods
2512 E. Busch Blvd.

Ph. 935-3407

DONA TE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONTH
BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DONATION

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd. ·
Tampa, Fla 33602
appointment available to fit your class schedule
call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

7AMto2PM
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5 Lines $1.00 Ext. 2620

YOU Broadcasts
TV, Radio Courses
Your Open University <YOU),
a
program
of
televised
courses, will offer seven fully
accredited courses for USF
students and the public this
auarter.
WUSF-TV
channel 16 and
WUSF-FM 89.7, began broadcasting the courses yesterday.
To register, students must go
through drop-add this week in the
library.
Each lesson is broadcast twice
daily to allow students flexibility
in scheduling and courses run for
ten weeks. Tests are given on
campus and are arranged
through the professor.
The Anthropological Perspective (Ant 371-501) course
concerns anthropological concepts pertinent to modern life.
This four-hour course is designed
for non-social science majors.
Dr. Evelyn Kessler lectures three
half-hours per week at 4:30 or
8:30 p.m., Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday.
Instructed by Dr. Lawrence
~roer, Current Novels (Eng. 211-

501 l, is recommended for nonmajors. It includes a study of
cultural influences and literary
trends since WWI. The course is
three credit hours, three halfhour lessons per week at 5:3o·and
8 p.m., Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday on WUSF-TV.
Weather and Man (Gyp 371503) explores the influences of the
atmospheric environment on
music, religion, art, architecture
and language. This five credithour course is taught by Dr. Hans
Neuberger. It is three half-hour
lessons per week, 5: 30 and 7: 30
p.m. on Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday on WUSF-TV.
Jacques Abram, concert
pianist, will perform literary
works on the piano in the course
Issues in Music <Mus 371-501).
Discussions will include the study
of elements in music which
concern the creative performer.
The course is two credit hours, a
single one-hour lesson per week
at 4:30 or 8 p.m. on Friday on
WUSF-FM radio.

Summer WrapupContinued from Page 10

assignment to temporary offices
elsewhere on campus, the SFC
pitched a tent on the UC mall to
publicize their plight.

Mall Area Revised
While the SFC tent was standing Jn the grass ·area between
the UC and the Administration
building, Howell issued a memo
redefining the USF mall area,
greatly restricting its size.
The mall area has traditionally
been the entire green area
bounded respectively on the
North and South by the UC and
Administration ?mildings and on
the East and West by the Fine
Arts and Library buildings.
Students may reserve space in
the· mall for displays or entertainment.
Howell's memo limits the
space for student use to the area
between the UC and the second
sidewalk south of it, a move
which forced the removal of the
SFC tent from a position next to
the Administration building.

Fire Hazard At TC?
USF's Textbook Center has
come under the scrutiny of the
State Fire Marshall. The investigation into the alleged
"tinderbox" structure was
launched after it was discovered
the entire interior of the building,
except the floor, is covered with a
sprayed-on polyurethane foam
insulation which releases toxic
fumes when burned.
The foam is supposed to have
been treated with a fire retarder
and not readily combustible hut

experiments done by The Oracle
showed the opposite.
Deputy State Fire Marshal W.
B. Tompkins visited the building
and recommended that the
structure's insulation be covered
material..
with
a fireproof
Tompkins also discovered four
deficiencies in fire prevention
standards within the building.
However, there is no requirement
that the Textbook Center not be
used until all of the inadequacies
are corrected.

l.D.'s Must
Be Validated
All Photo l.D. 's must be
validated (color coded> at one
of the following locations
Tuesday through Friday, if not
already validated.
B::lo - 5:00 - Library, First
!<'Joor.
B::JO - 5:00
University
Center Lobby.
!l:OO - 3:00
Cashier's
Office. ADM I:ll.

Introduction to Electronic
Music (Mus 205-501) covers
standard
sound
studio
techniques, the repertory, history
·of electronic
music
and
mathematics for music composition. Dr. Larry Austin instructs this three credit hour
course. It is two forty-five
minute lessons per week at 4 and
7 p.m. on Monday and Thursday
on WUSF-FM.

Stop in and see the

The topics in Introduction to
Psychology <Psy 201-501) will
include the psychology of
thinking, learning, intelligence
and
methods
used
in
psychological investigation. This
five hour course consists of five
half-hour lessons per week, either
at 3:30 or 9:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday on WUSF-TV.

latest footwear fashions

Instructed by Dr. Karl
Achenbach, Social Science
Statistics ( SSI 301-501) is
designed to introduce students to
the basic techniques needed by
social scientists. It is four credit
hours, with four half-hour lessons
per week, either at 4 or 9 p.m. on
Monday, Tuesday , Thursday and
Friday on WUSF-TV.
Additional information may be
obtained by calling 974-2341,
extension 23.

CAR SALES
ll650 N. Nebraska
(corner Fowler)
971-0990

Seagull
· Clogs - 22.00
Bag - 26.00
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY

GAS SAVER
VEGA HATCHBACK
COUPE
Radio. Heater, Fact. Air,
Auto. Trans., Tinted Glass,
2.000C.C. Engine

$2387
Bank Financing

Open !l:OO am to 9:00 pm
Sun.J:OOt 5:00

8/i!u:!'! S~9ow~.~
•
Ph. 988-2115

HABER'S
Ph. 229-0614

L.:' ___ ~

l\lon. thru Fri. ] 0:00 'til 9:00 - Sat. 10:00 'til 6:00

Brand New

INDIES EAST APARTMENTS

corner of 46th st. and Whiteway Ave. Ph. 988-7186

Just 7/10 of a Mile from the Main Entrance to U.S.F.
Within Walking or Bicycling Distance to Class
1 bedroom furnished $1SS. 00 2 bedroom furnished $18S.00
Unfurnished Apts. Also Available

* Swimming Pool
* Laundry Facilities

* All Apts. Fully Furnished

and Carpeted

Reseivations Now Being Accepted For The Fall Term

11
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Ne w Ma ste rs Pro gra m
students by September of next
year. Tpe program will lie funded
througt) university, federal and
slate grants.

BY KATHY BALLARD

Oracle Staff \Vritc1·

The state Board of Regents
recently accepted the proposal by
the Department of Anthropology
to initiate a "new and innovative" master's degree
program, according to Dr.
Gilbert Kushner, chairman of the
Department of Anthropology .
The master 's program , under
the direction of Dr. Ailon Shilioh,
is expected to begin accommodating about 15 graduate

':Acce ss' ·
Schedule
This week 's guest for the Access program is Dr. Carl Riggs,
vice president for Academic
Affairs.
The question-and-answer show
will be aired Wednesday at 6:30
p.m . on W_lJSF-FM, 89.7.
Other speakers for the quarter
are:
Pres. Mackey
Oct. 3
Dr. Howell
Oct. 10
Pres. Mackey
Oct. 17
Dr. Vickrey
Oct. 24
Mr. Hartley
Oct. 31
Mr. Uravich
Nov. 7
Nov . 14
Pres. Mackey
Nov. 21
Dr. Howell
Nov. 28
Pres. Mackey
Dec.5
Dr. Bowers and
Coach Williams
Listeners can call in questions
and comments to 974-2215.

THREE

SPECIALIST

"tracks" leading to the master's
degree have been proposed:
urban anthropology, medical
anthropology and field archeology.
The urban anthropologist will
be trained to analyze and apply
his knowledge to various social
and cultural issues. Among such
issues and potential dilemmas
are mental health, alcoholism,
drug abuse , delinquency , old age,
employment opportunities,
welfare programs and the
general quality of life in the city.

enormously significant very
quickly," said Kushner, due lo
the state
law requiring an
" 'environmental impact" study
before construction begins on any
project funded by the state. A bill
is now pending in the Florida

legislature lrwl would n·quin·
s imilar s ludiPs lo bP carri•·d 011!
before a ny con s l.rndion, :;lalP

prov1cle the st ud1:11l w 111i u :within a pul,!ic in stitution as well a:-; uca rkrni c
p( ~rie nce

funded or otherwise, could lwgin .

in slrucl.i1rn f rorn the t i ni v"rs it y .

Another innovation is lhc in
ternship program, whi ch should
begin in June, 1975.
It will

Consideration of applications lo
n<'w program will begin in
!Jccemhcr .
I.h e

Medical anthropology has as its
special focus the comprehension
of human health behavior in
cross-cu.· tural
perspective.
Such issues it will consider are
alcoholism, family planning,
sanitation, diet and patterns of
disease prevention and cure at
the level of family and community.
FIELD archeology "will be

Oracle
Classified
Ads
Are
Grrreat!

Sear s Ligh twei ght

ISears I

IO-s peed race r
for hack to cam pus
0

Ill
Sears
price

style

8499

• 21-in. steel frame in bright orange color
• 10-speed derailleur gear with ratios from
38 to 100.
• Shift levers mounted on the frame
e Dual position handle brake levers
• Side pull caliper brakes
You'll really look forward to riding back to
campus on a sparkling new 10-sp~ed racer! The
wide range gear ratio can take you on any
terrain and the steel frame is tough and lightweight. So ride in style. Hurry to Sears for best
values!

SPORTS CENTER
SERVICE SPECIALIST
At your local •tore.

~

Expert hicycle
repair and n.sscmhly,
acces1mry inRtallntion .

~
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

ISears

y~

CHARGE IT on Sears Revolving Charge

sPoRTs

1

~j CENTER 1

Sears, Roebuck and Co. • home o! the Ted Williams brand

at All Full Line Stores in:
a TAMPA • ST. PETERSBUR G • CLEARWAT ER
e LAKELAND e WINTER HA VEN
e SARASOTA • BRADENTON
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FILM ART SERIES
FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS
PRESENT

The Fall of the Roman Empire

1931-1972

I. C. FIELDS
The ffiarx Brothers

"FELLINI'S
ROMK'
Story and Sr:recnplay by

FEDERICO FELLINI and BERNARDINO ZAPPONI

ULTRA FILM

An
Production
A Co·l'roducllon of ITALO·FRANCESE·U,LTRA FILM LES PRODUCTIONS ARTISTES ASSOCIES S.A.

R "";~::,~~:~;:~~·*~~:.:~·..,'°' Fl RST TAM PA SH OWING Umted Art111fs
WEDNESDAY OCT.3; THURSDAY OCT.4
7:30 & 9:30pm LAN 103 $1.00

TOGETHER
AT
MIDNIGHT

"Mr. Vonnegut's nightterrors-conformity,
the military mind, technological despotism,
begin stranded in
Schenectady, N.Y.-are
the bad drearT)s of
most reasonable men
and women ... a very
funny hour and a half."

FRIDAY SEPT.28
MIDNIGHT

-LIFE MAGAZINE

Featuring Bob and Ray,
Bill Hickey and Kevin
McCarthy. Directed by
Fred Burtyk. Written
by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

IN THE ENA
MARX BROS. CLASSIC

"MONKEY BUSINESS"

In color frorn
New Line Cinema

+
"IT'S A GIFT"
W.C. FIELDS

C,ATLIRDAY
SEPT.29
vM.
I"""·-_
~.
--- MIDNIGHTw.c. FIELDS·

"INTERNATIONAL HOUSEH
CAB CALLOWAY SINGS
'THAT REEFER MAN 1

+

MARX BROS. GAE.AT POLITICAL SATIRE

"DUCK SOUP''

.

A.OMISSION
E.ACH EVENING $1.00~~~~~G;'~P,.¥".llS'v~~~;;:;;:;:::::;:~;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;,:;;;;:;;;;;::;::=;;:;;;~~
---- . ..~~!Z1:91.~~1Jroe"-C'.&rlC
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SEAC

P;<,_€SE/.'TS

8~M~~

~e<t ~a-'ita.tto-'4-<t

a.'4-d
t~e fUdl~w-<t

#I Ro ck band
in France

SUMMER OF '42
. Sept. 28, 29, 30
7:00, 10:00 p.m.
-75c w/ID

LAN 103

.,_

Tick~ts

Get

Rac~Jn
-~...

'

M

"I'

I

,,.

I

'

1

t

on sale at the door

At the .

STREET DANCE
Sept. 26

c

Free on Cresce.nt Hill 9pm-11 pm .

'FAT CHANCE'
, COMING
· Concert; John Stewart with Carolyn Hester
$2.00 with l.D.- $4.00 to public in Gym
Tickets on sale now in the U.C.
Movie; 'Slaughterhouse Five' Oct. 5-7
1
I

LECTURE SERIES

i IMAMU BARAKA

lI
I

---- -1

·t~ROi
j0NES
and PLAYWRIGHT

iI

POET

IAuthor of "The Slave''

__ I

"THE Dutchman"

'.

,· ·

I

~- ,
I
L••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I

Free in the Gym

Oct.2, 8 p.m.

.. .
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A photographic scale rendering of Bust of a Woman"_at USF
11

1

Fund Campaign Begins For Bust'
USF administrators have
initiated a campaign to raise
approximately a half-million
dollars in private funds for
c'o nstruction of a 100-foot tall
P.icasso sculpture "Bust of a
Woman."
A committee of more than 30
prominent business, civic and
from
leaders
educational

will
Florida
throughout
spearhead the three-month drive
for funds to construct the
monumental sculpture.
DETAILS OF the campaign
were announced at a press
conference Thursday conducted
by USF Pres. Cecil Mackey;
George S. Jenkins, president of

the J.E. Greiner Co. who will be
campaign chairman; and Carl
Nesjar, Norwegian master artisan who will supervise construction.

following a visit ·to Florida. by
Nesjar. The Board of Regents
approved construction of the

sculpture on the USF campus on
April 9, 1973, the day after
Picasso died at the age of 92.

Jenkins said plans call for
seeking major monetary contributions and gifts of goods and
services from individuals, cor;>•rations and foundations until
<arly December. Smaller con' dbutions will be sought during
'he final weeks of the fundraising campaign.
Services already donated incltide engineering studies by the
) _..:~· ~iner C~ifand s.oil testing
i~ Florida Te5ting Laboratory.
Construction of the massive
'iCulpture will be done by J. A.
Jones Construction Co., at cost.
conTHE TENTATIVE
schedule calls for
struction
work to begin early in 1974 and
continue for about six months.
The sculpture will be constructed of white concrete by the
intrusion pre-pack method. This
involves packing dry aggregate
into forms and sealing it under
pressure with a special binding
agent. When the forms are
stripped away the sculpture will
be sandblasted to give it a
smooth, white texture. This
method has been used in a
number of other monumental
Picasso sculptures on which the
artist and Nesjar collaborated.
The design for "Bust of a
Woman" was created by Picasso
in 1961 and was authorized for
construction in this area in 1971,

A--d-1
tOO . e

Carl Nesjar

· -11-

talks about plans for the building of "Bust of a Woman."

-=-

of th~ 100-foot tall Picasso sculpture.

Eight Exhibits To Provide----....
A Varied Look At Art

Pablo Picasso 's "Bust of a Woman " will not be
the only art talk on ca mpus this upcoming
quarter. Eight major, on-campus art exhibits
with works by USF students and faculty and two
traveling exhibitions have been scheduled.
"Florida Creates 1973," a traveling exhibition
of 49 selected works by Florida artists, will be
displayed through Oct. 9 in the Library Gallery.
The exhibition is co-sponsored by the Florida Art
Museum Directors Association and Florida Gas
Company of Orlando .
:\ SEHIES of three one-m a n shows by USF art
department faculty members will run through
. Oct. 19 with "The Personal Films of Will Hindle:

Film Stills and Sc heduled Showings"
highlighting the exhibit Oct. I,:~ and 5 at 2 p.m. in
F All Hl!. "Robert Gelinas: Recent \\'ork" is the
second art departm ent fa culty one-man show
which is scheduled from Oct.;; through Nov. 2 in
the Theatre Gallery . Gelinas· primary medium
is painting. And " ,Jeffrey Kronsnoble: Paintings
and Drawings" will be the final facult~· one-man
show. Hi s works will be shown Nov . \I through
Dec. 7 in the Thea tre Gallery .
An exhibition of 5:! graphic prints by German
a rtist Kat>thc Kollwit z will ht• on display Nov. I
tluarngh Dec . 14 in the Lil,rarv Ga llerv. The a rt
works <He from the I.a ncla ucr ·Collect i~n and will

be shown through the courtesy of the William
Benton Gallery of Art at the University of
·
Conneticut.
Three showings by students in the USF art
department have also been planned. The
graduate thesis show of works by William Willis
is on display through Thursday in the Theatre
Gallery. A display of works by undergraduate
photography students will be exhibited Oct. 26
through Nov. 27 in the Teaching Gallery. And the
graduate thesis show of ceramic works by David
Martin will be displayed Dec . 3 through 7 in the
Teaching Gallery.
All exhibits. staged by the Florida Center for
the Arts. are free.
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Charlie Chaplin Classics
To Captivate Audiences
BY VIVIAN MULEY
Entertainment Editor

will

Academy
THE TRIPLE
Easy
Award winner "Five
Pieces" will be shown Nov. 28
and 29 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in LAN
103.

Chaplin
"Charlie
The
been
has
Retrospective"
scheduled for various. evenings,
November through February in
ENA. "Modern Times," a satire
on the effects of mass production
of factory workers will kick off
the festival, Nov. 9, 10 and 11 at 7
·and 9:30 p.m. Among the other
silent and sound classics of
Chaplin which will be shown are
"The Kid," "The Great Dictator," "Shoulder Arms," and
"The Gold Rush." More information on the Chaplin series
will be released at a later date.
Admission to all films sponsored by the Florida Center for
the Arts is $1.

.... :.,

SEAC Adds Tuesday
Special To Film Fare
The Student Entert!linment
and Activities Council <SEAC>,
the
in cooperation with
University Center, has added. a
new feature to tbeir regularly
scheduled weekend filmfare - a
Tuesday night special.
The Tuesday night special will
feature
begin in OctQber and
four films, The Beatles in their
animated spectacµlar "Yellow
Submaripe" will open the special
series Oct. 9 at 8:30 and 10:30
p,m , in LAN 103. "Fiilmore" will
be shown Oct. 23 at 8: 30 and 10 : 30
p,m. in LAN 103.

will

A SPECIAL showing of "Dr.
Zhivago" will be screened Nov.
13 at 7 p.m. in the USF Gym. And
"Elvis on Tour" is scheduled for
showing Nov. 20 at 8:30 and 10:30
p.m . in LAN 103.
The regular weekend movies
opened last weekend with Woody
Allen's "Play It Again Sam."
Gary Grimes, Jerry Houser,
Oliver Conant and Jennifer
O'Neill will star in this weekend's
film -· ·"summer of '42." · T})e·fillm about adolescent yearnings
aboµt the opposite sex will be .
shown Friday, Saturday and
~11nday .

HTH.lil · ficij~;;;~ ·

·

11

Ulll

AN ORACLE
CLASSIFIED AD

Diana Ross in her first film role
Billie
depicting the life of
Holiday will wind out Qtr. l's
weekend films. "Lady Sings the
Blues" will be. shown Nov . 30,
Dec. 1 and 2.
All of the weekend movies will
be shown at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in
LAN 103 except "Sometimes a
Great Notion" and "Superfly"
which will be shown in FAH 101.

~hu~ghµi~hmmi Five''
PtlPWO Oct. ijl ti and 7,

1 FREE COKE with this ad

I

offer expires 10/2/73

I

i(

iC
• ·---------------ic
Open 11-10, S~n.-Thurs.
iC
«.
11-11, Fn., Sat.
-tc

Fuji
Gitane
Bottecchia

Acros.s from Schlitz

Open 9 to 6
Phone 971-2439

ne

The Natural Kitchen uses the good things from the good earth to
?reu!l.t_e_home cooked natural foods-fresh every day! It's the best
Wf!.Y ti:>- ~~i:n-iit;;:~)~·~ :- -- Y~g-~~~~~~. en trees. Hom~made soups.
Crrnp green ~mli:u:fo a.ml fnrnh. rrni~ ~~!~~~ : .Sandw1~~~~ orr.:hole
Ca.~e§ & pJe~ &waetene4 imlY WH!l uv .. e~: ·
whef!t brni:!1:L

.

·

RJCHAllO HARRIS a.s ' 'Ma.n

will be ~hgwn
tti:irri11 Plf.IYli fin

Wildernes~"

emP.itteri:id frontitmimim lmunt.ed
by llis prphiln~ge.
· Alfri:id ttitch~QcJ5's litt§pen.seful
thriller, ' 1frem:y ," will be shPWll
Nov . 2, 3 f.IJlQ 4.
Pa.µ.J Newm~n , HtmrY fon/:Je ,
Mi~lrnel Sf.lrrniin ~nd Lei'!
ftemi~ I$ will st.9r in 11 t$Pmetimes

Ore1H Ngtign, ''

i"----------------I •t

mrvei

wm

rn find H·
Ma.ry Qu.eiin Qf SPPtP 11 with
Y&nelisf.l fi,eLJgra.ve imd. Gl.!md.f.l
.flJck11on will be i;cri:ieneg OiJt , ii},

ii

•
•
•

1.25
.89
1.24

11148 N. 30th St.

Homf:!mnda yp~urt, Fri:ii?h ve~ata.b!e jJ.JjPe~- Qrgimf~ frujt-jµj~~~ '
Jfoalth .i?h.akeE? Ii? frµit ~moothies , Hot herb tea.I? an.Ii much much
more.

11

Oct. ~6, ~7 end.~.

t

•

2 Pieces, trench fries,
drink, roll ·
2 Pieces, our choice
3 Pieces, our choice

ic

t~

•

1.49

STUDENT SPECIAL

•

-tc

ic

2 Pieces, trench fries,
pie, drink, pepper, roll

•
•

tic

~

SNACKBOX

3, 5&10 speed Bikes
trade-ins~ _used bikes
Racing&Touring
equipment

lll,

in the

.~

~

•
•

"Where you get your
chicken with your change"

Quality products & repair service.

J1:me JfondFi f.lnfl Pormld puthiirl1;Jnd will .1>tf.lp in f.l vivid look
M tJiSh-priced prmiUMiim, the
New YQrk lffli:Jerwllrlct im4 a.
tPrtµ.re4 rpipance in 1'K:l»te" Oct.

i.P ~no ~1 .

ic

CHAINWHEEL DRIVE
.

11.

25.

******************
t
CHICKEN *
t• TAS-T2301FRIED
•
Fletcher Ave.

.k'******************'

adventure dealing with lumberjack families, Nov. 9, 10 and
ONE OF T'1E top-grossing
films of the natiori last year,
"Superfly," with Ron O'Neil will
be .shown Nov. 16, 17 and 18. The
ghetto drug scene forms the plot
for this innovative film.
Childhood wanderings, family
relationships and interracial
friendships will highlight "The
Learning Tree" Nov. 23, 24 and

CORNER 30th & FOWLER

GLAD YOU'RE BACK.
STOP IN AND SEE US SOON.

~

BUY

TEXACO

~dapt~tion

V1mnesut 111

Kurt

~

p.m . "Even Dwarfs Started
Small," an offbeat film about a
revolt in a correctional institution
for midgets and dwarfs, will be
shown Nov . I at 7 :30 p.m. And
"The Hunters Are the Hunted;"
will be shown Nov . 1at9 :30 p.m .

(films)

Charles Spencer Chaplin
became one of the biggest sensations during- the early
Hollywood era because he had
the captivating ability to combine
and
pathos with humor
9:30 p.m. in LAN 103. Time
Magazine called the film' "a
humanism. In his more than 80
films, he could make an audience
superb metaphor for what has
laugh and cry at the same time.
often been called "The American
Now in a rare and special
Dream."
opportunity, the Film Art Series will pr~nt "Charlie Chaplin
PETER O'TOOLE and Alistar
Retrospective," featuring a
Sim will star in Peter Medak's
series of bis greatest films, in
comedy "The Ruling Class," Oct.
18 at 7 and 9:45 p.m. in LAN 103.
addition to its weekly schedule
'
of acclaimed movies:
An irreverent satire on the
Christian myth, "Greaser's
THE FALL Quarter Film Art
Palace," directed by Robert
open with "Fellini's
Series
Downey ("Putney Swope"), is a
Roma" a cinematic excomic treatment of Christ as a
travaganza portraying the many
Vaudevil)e entertainer in the
moods of the Eternal City as seen
"01' West." The "new space
through the eyes of the Italian .odyssey" will be shown· Oct. 19,
director Federico Fellini,
20 and 21 at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in
Wednesdayand Thursday at 7 and
ENA.
9:30 p.m. in LAN 103.
A series of four films from the
Kurt · Vonnegut's sci-fi film
"New German' Cinema" is
"Between .Time and Timbuktu".
scheduled for Oct. 31 and Nov : 1
will be stiown Friday, Saturday
in LAN 103. "I Love You, I Kill
apd Sunday at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
You'' will be shown Oct. 31 at 7:30
in ENA.
p.m. "Jonathan," considered the
"Tbe King of Marvin Gardens"
first anti-fascist vampire film,
in its first Tampa showing will be
will be screened Oct. 31 at 9:30
screened Oct. 3 and 4 at 7:30 and

~ D ON'S
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to Pantry Prjde)
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Fri.
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Every

... A.H
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th~
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garden salad & o·r

fre~b f rujt $alad
yoµ can eat.

$1.50

We4nesday~
. , . Cmnplete fi~h
<Jinner ~ - OeUchrn.~
& nutritious.
Ev~ry
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~v~n.jng;
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MIAMI HERALD
Electric Street Dance
The electric rock group Fat Chance
will perform in the first street dance of
Qtr. 1 Wednesday from 9 to 11 p.m.
outside the UC in front of Crescent Hill.
The group features Wally Dentz,
formerly
of
Raindriver;
Jon

LaFrandre, formerly of the Purple
Underground; Johnny Rhodes, for-:
merly of Power; John Tegethoff,
formerly of Rush; and Lee Swimmer,
formerly of Edgar Winter's White
Trash. Admission is free.

~

PRICE OFFER

Sign up now for the special student faculty discount offer from
The Miami Herald. Simply tear out the attached order card
and mail to:
THE MIAMI HERALD

P.O. Box 629
Miami, Fla. 33101

251-1210 Tampa

Tull's 'Pass ion Play' lends -------------------------Surre alism To Rock Music '(f>_,•
Or Call

. , want delivery. on or near campus of The Miami Herald at the special student rate.

0 My check is enclosed

.

0 Fall quarter

BY PAUL WILBORN
Oracle Staff Writer
Two large silver masks - one
comic and one tragic - hang
above the main stage of St.
Petersburg's Bayfront Center.
Below the masks a large screen
slowly descends. It stops and a
small circle of light begins
flashing on - then off on the
screen to the rhythm of a human
heartbeat that pulsates louder
and louder' from two giant h:m<ls
of speakers.
The lights in the massive
auditorium go off as the pounding
heartbeat grows louder. The
flashing ligh~ blinks off and the
image of a ballerina, bent backward in a position of graceful, yet
dreadful death, fills the screen
SLOWLY,
ALMOST
imperceptably , as if given life by
the now thundering heartbeat ,
the ballerina begins to rise. Her
face still a mask of death, she
dances through an empty room .
down a long hallway and with a
powerful, spinning leap passes
through a mirror hanging at the
end.

~euiew)
Below the screen the stage
explodes to life with a flash of
dazzling golden light. An almost
deafening avalanche of music
roars from the speakers. Jethro
Tull's Passion Play has begun.
"Passion Play" is the latest
musical creation of Ian Anderson, the driving wheel oehind
England 's .Jethro Tull.
TllE
"PASSION PLAY"
ALBUM, which reached the top
of the Billboard charts at the
beginning of Tull's current
American tour. has been met by
harsh criticism by several rock
critics in major magazines a nd
news papers . <The New York
Times
called
the
album
".Jethro Dull."\

As a result of the criticism. the
group decided to abandon live
performances a fter this tour .
\Vhik , to this rcvi Pwcr
"Pass ion Play" is not as

Camara ta Chorus To Hold
Audition s For Member s
The Camerata Chorus. an
extracurricular
music group
with no official connections
with either the Music or
Humanities Departments at
USF, is holding auditions for both
new and old members today from
8 to 10 p.m. in FAH 22!1.
Faculty, students, staff and
their families are eligible if they

Speech Tryouts
Planned Today
The Speech Department will
hold tryouts today at 7 p.m . in
LAN 478 for their first major
production for Qtr. l -- Ken
Kesey's "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest."
Interested students should
prepare a short reading from the
book, according to assistant
speech professor
Bernard
Downs, director of the produc·
tion. For more information
contact Downs at ext. 2159 or
LAN 427.

read music, according to Dr .
Michael Rose. director a nd
creator of the Camcrata.
TllE
CAl\'IEHATA.
an
amateur group designed by Rose
w;:i1 "radical care for performance practices." performed
its repertoire of songs about
"Wine, Women and Death" in its
first public concert and again tor
the Humanities Department last
May . A live tape of the
Carnerata 's first concert was
played on WUSF-FM's program.
"Words <»1d Music with Sheila
Stewart."
Dr . Rose plans to expand the
group from 14 to no more than 21.
to do at least one concert on
campus per quarter.
"We do it for the selfish
pleasures of I.he singers involved
and also on good will," Rose said.
The Camerata Chorus will
rehearse Monday and Wednesday evenings in F AH 228 . For
more information. contact Dr.
Michael Rose, LAN 377, 974-2985
(office) or 971-3427 <home) .

musically satisfying a_s "Thick
As a Brick" or "Aqualung", the
musically complex, multi-media
show is proof that Anderson and
his group are as creatively and
dynamically alive as they have
ever been . If this tour is indeed
their last, rock music will have
lost five of its finest performers.

0

$6.18

.

Fall, Winter, Spring quarters

$18.54

Name . . .... ................ . ............ . .... .. .... .. ....... . ... .. .... . . .
College Address ...... . ...... .... ...... ... . ....... . .. .... . .. .... .. ..... .
Apt ./Room .. . . .. , .... .... . . .. . .. . .. ... Oty ... . ........................ . .
Phone . . ....... ·... . .. . .. : ... . . . .. ..... :·....... .. . . . Student No ... . . . . . .
Home Address ................ . .... .. ... . ... .. ........................ . .
City ........ .. ....... .... ..... . . .... .. ... ....... .. . State ..... : ..... .. . .

THI MIAMI HIRAl.D We Deliver

KARATE
TAE KWON DO SlYLE
THE MARTIAL ARTS INSTITUTE
is now open at 1303 ,f. Busch Blvd.

We welcome everyone to come
and visit the newest and finest
Karate facility in Florida, or call
935-3111 for information.
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THE. FOU-NTAIN .
Is-Here!

Brahmans Move Up
DAVE MOORMANN
Oracle ~ports Editor
USF's athletic program is
taking the big step; it's going
university division all the way.
At a special convention of the
NCAA
in Chicago, Aug. 6,
the proposed -three divisional
· setup was finally ratified. The
current university division will
. be Division 1, with Divis_ions 2
and 3 being comprised of college
division schools.
"For the long haul, we thought
the university division best for
· USF," . explained Dr. Richard
Bowers, the school's athletic
director. Since athletics came .to
USF, the Brahmans have been
. classified as a college division
school.
But within the next few days,
all NCAA institutions will be
receiving a form in which t!ley
must designate the area Uiev
wish to compete in and USF
. plans to commit itself to Division
1.

curriculum below its basketball
program.
Another as_pe.ct USF weighed
in determining its class was
recruitment. USF, which enjoyed
recruiting success this year,
wishes to keep it that way and
being in the more prestigous
Division 1 will make it easier to
attract the top athletes.
Although it has been college
division for so long, Bowers does
not .feel USF sports will be
greatly affected by the move.
"It'll hurt swimming the
most," he explained, "because
there's a big gap between
university and college division .
swimming. Golf also might be
hurt.
"We've added a couple of
university division schools in
basketball to make sure 50 per
cent of our schedule was against
university teams (a Division 1
law)", said Bowers, "but that's
been about it. The others have
always played against university
division schools."

"For the long haul, we
thought the_ university
division best for USF. It's
better to be compared witlt
Florida, Florida State,
Miami, · Notre Dame,
Tennessee, and the like, as
opposed
to
smaller
schools."
-Dr. Richard Bowers
"It's better to . be compared
· with Florida, Florida State,
Miami, Notre Dame, Tennessee,
and the · like, as oppesed to
smaller schools," Bowers
said.
He
also
said
going Division 1 "will indicate to
the others that we plan to continue and compete for national
recognition."
An important factor in USF's
decision to change its athletic
status was the clause stating no
school could put its sports

MYRA'S MAGIC
The Hair Place

~
\ \'---

Latest cuts and blow dry
Customized organic colors
and perms
We use and retail

USF's Offensive Power
';-Pleases .C oach Holcomb

REDKEN/LAPINAL®

.

,

DAVID MOORMA_NN
Oraele Sports Edifor

. IJ.. soccer,.giant inay have been
created·by coacii Dan Holcomb.
; ·Needing to fiil vacancies left by
··· the graduation of Max Kemick,
. Greg McElroy, Gavin Turner
. and Mike Costello, Holcomb
turned to the St Louis area where
. · he grabbed eight players from
· America's soccer capital.
"We just replaced position by
·· position and came up with a little
better talent than we expected, "
· explained Holcomb: His recruits
helped provide almost a half
year's scoring Thursday as USF
. trounced Tarripa, 21-0. Saturday
, the Brahmans turned back
_ Miami-Dade. North, 5-3.
"I SUBSTITUTED everyone,"
Holcomb said in an attempt to
apologize for running up a big
. score in the Spartan g;lme, "but
· we were much too quick for them.
Our passing was real sharp."
Against the Spartans, USF
· attempted 70 s.bots, . made three
· goals in 40 seconds and had nine
; different players, including five
•. reserves, figure fn the scoring.
Although Holcomb cautioned
..,; against judging USF by its game
with Tampa, he'feels the Brah• {nans will be stronger offensiver~
than last year's team which
made it to the second round of the
college division tourney. ·.
'
"WE'VE GOT some boys who
can knock the ball into-the net,"
> boasted Holcomb. · · "To me, of

Date
Sept. 28
Sept. 29
Oct. 3
Oct. 4
Oct. 6
Oct. 9
Oct. 13
Oct: 20
Oct. 27
O.c::t. 30
Nov. 4
Nov. 6

what I've seen in pre-season; this
· is potentially the best ever for
scoring. We're way better in
scoring. '. '
_
.
: Holcomb said he plans to start
. five freshmen this year, but
pointed out that inexperience
shouldn't hurt, because the
· youngsters come from the same
· area and have had a chance fo
work with one another during the
· summer months.
"We're going to have a good
team," said Holcomb, whose
squad · was 9-4-2 last
year.
"There's a lot of freshman enthusiasm and it's a close-knit
group. This has got to . help a
team ."
USF HAS already .recorded a
3-1 regular season· victor)ll
over Blackburn College; coming
during the Brahmans two week
stay in St. Louis this summer .
But the season doesn't really get
started until USF travels to
Colorado in early October to play
Denver, Colorado College and Air
Force, a series which Holcomb
says will "make or break the
· early part of t_he season." ·
After- three Florida opponents,
defending _ NCAA, champs St.
Louis comes to USF for t_he Brahmans most crucial game of the
,. ··year. Last season the Billikens
tri.umphed in the -. traditional
rivalry, 1-1 in double' oJerti"ine ~ ·
The game also marks:one of only
three home encounlers for USF.
BUT AS Holcomb mentioned,
: that time is far off. Right riow he

. Opponent
..
..
Miami-Dade S. <Exh)' ·
· Fla. Intnatl . (Exh) ·
U. of Denver
Colorado Col.
Air Force Acad.

st. Leo · .

Jacksonville U.
U. of Miami
St. Louis U.
U. of Tampa
Clemson U.
Rollins C.

Site
USF
-USF
Away
.Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
USF
USF
Away
Away

is busy getting this St. Louis•
dominated team prepared for two
exhibition games this weekend,
and dreaming how his young
team is going to perform this
season.
"And the beauty about the
thing is they'll be playing
together for at least three ye_a rs. "

Pool Hours
Set For Gtr. 1 ·
Pool ·hours for Andros pool,
located opposite Andros center,
· are 1-9 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays and 10 a.m .-6p.m. the
remainder of the week. Meanwhile, Argos pool will be open 10
a.m.-6 p.m. weekends and 12-6
p.m .weekdays.
USF's indoor pool is schedu1ed
to be ooen 2-3 p.m. Monday,
.. Wednesday and Friday.

Chicks f::d Guys ·_;;
~2

because we care about the
health of your hair

')

Healthy hair is beautiful hair
Q_pen 6 days

late 4 nights

30th St. and Fletcher

13522 University Plaza
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Phone 255-1361

Williams Names Recruits
BY MIKE KASZUBA
Assistant Sports Editor
An answer to what Head Coach
Don Williams and his basketball
staff has been doing during the
off season can be found out by
checking the first floor of Alpha
dormitory. There, one'll find a
5'8" freshman, who'll talk of the
steel mills near Gary, Ind.;
another from down the road and
Hillsborough Community
College, one whose name will
sound familiar to Phoenix Suns
fans, and three giants hailing
from Washington, D. C. way.
More importantly though, the
real value of what basketball
talent Williams has recruited this
year will emerge more on a
basketball court than in a dormitory come Oct. 15, the
official NCAA practice starting
date.
THERE, USF will unveil
Curtis Martin, Indiana's third
leading high school scorer last
§«;~son, Leon Smith, a player
Williams calls "very exciting",
and Warren Walk, the brother of
Phoenix Suns's star Neal Walk.
From the Washington, . D.C.
area, Williams will dust off a 6foot-6 forward in Ken Kellstrom,
Gerald Long, a 6-foot-8 1/2 centerforward; and Embee Shaw, a 6foot-5 forward candidate along
with four returning starters from
last years 14-12 USF team-Arthur Jones, John Kiser, Jack
James and Skip Miller.
Williams, perhaps most
delighted over Long and Shaw
explained,
"We had Harry
Bowers up in that area, Dr.
Richard Bowers brother in North
Carolina) where both Long and
Shaw attended prep school, and
he saw Shaw play in an All-Star
game and contacted us. I went up

Don Williams
there to see Shaw and that's when
I first saw Gerald. We're extremely happy to have them
both."
BUT IF WILLIAMS is happy
over Long, who he says "very
well might be starting at either
center or forward," then the head
coaches from Western Kentucky
and Villanova universities are
not. They, along with St. John's
Uriiversity and East Carolina
University were some of.the top
teams after Long. Even with
Long though, Williams admits,
"Where we're thin is at ceriter,"
where Long who only carries 185
lbs. to go along with his 6-foot-81/z
frame will have competition from
holdover Brad Dent, 6-foot-10
200 lbs; and Walk, 6-foot-8, 220 lbs.
Williams said, however, that
Long has since gone up to 195 lbs.
As for USF's schedule,
Williams says, "If we do as well
as last year with the schedule we
have, we'll have a real good
year," refering to the fact that
this year's line-up is spotted with
such powerhouses as Florida
State, Tennesse~--last year's
Southeast Conference winner,
Dayton, and St. Louis, regular

season victor over NCAA runnerup Memphis State University.
schedule's
Among
the
sidelights is a home game at St.
Petersburg's Bayfront Center
<Dayton) which Williams said
he'd been trying to schedule "to
involve our fans and students in
St. Pete in our program."
"Last winter the son of a Switzerland promoter was attending
Manatee Jr. College and asked if
we'd be interested in participating in a four-team holiday
tournament in Switzerland
against a team from Switzerland,
France and Russia. However,
due to lack of proper
management the deal fell
through," the coach concluded.
The increasing presence of
name basketball schools on
USF's slate in what Williams
calls "a continued escalating
process" falls hand in hand with
USF's move up university
division competition.
"Our objective all along was to
develop our schedule and
eventually bring it up to the
university level, although the
changeover happened very
suddenly," Williams said.
For the moment at least, the
effects are two foid, with the good
side being Auburn, Arkansas
State,
St.
Mary's
and
Georgetown University on next
year's schedule for starters, and
bad, theprospect of having to face
ruffians,• Florida State or
Jacksonville University. in order
to advance in NCAA tournament
play.

Hrs. M. W. F. lOAM to 8PM
T. Th. S. · 9:30AM to 6PM
eGitane
eCoppi
•15SPEEDS
eSekine eMotobecane
elO SPEEDS
eBottecchia eMercier
•3 SPEEDS
eMaserati eFlandria
eLIGHTWEIGHTS
and eLambert, the
eFOLDAWA YS
world's first Aero
eTANDEMS eADUL T Space Bike.
TRIKES
eBOYS'&GIRLS'
HARDWARE
BUZZ BIKES.
KEYS MADE
Master Charge
All bikes sold fully
& Financing
assembled and tested
the finest in bicycles, accessories andapparel.

SALES
REPAIRS

e

PARTS

COMPLETE WATERBED ••••••••••••• 49.95
Complete bed includes ready-to-stain floor frame,
quality mattress with 5-yr. guarantee, fitted safety
liner,
and
foam
pad.
Stained and upholstered frame packages are also
available.

WATER MA TT RESS

<all sizes) ••••••••

19. 9 5

WATERBED HEATERS ••••• 29.95-44.95
U.L. Recognized with 2-yr. warranty.

CUSTOM FRAMES •••••••••••••. From $20
Made to your specifications

We Sleep Setter If You Sleep Better

ADELPHI SCHOOLS
Grades 1-12
L.E.A.T. Preparation
G.R.E. Preparation
Private tutormg in all
college subjects
1700 N.WestshoreBlvd.
Ph. 879-2581

r. -- · -

llli - -

today's world
7034 W. Hillsborough
(Peacock All~y l
Ph. 884-2054

Students Pay
For Basketball
Home Contests
It's going to cost 75 cents to see
.USF play a home basketball
game this season. The official
word came from the Planning,
Budgeting and Evaluation
Committee, and the Student
Finance Committee during the
summer.
In the past, students have been
admitted free with their student
ID card and a current fee card.
THE ACTION came about as a
result of a $25,000 cut in the
basketball budget. USF officials
are hoping the admission charge
will make up for the deficit.
USF has 14 home dates for the
1973-74 season, its first being
December 3 against Florida
Tech.

Would
you
hire
you?
Of course you would.
You work hard. And you're good
at it. Like most Americans.
But, if all of us did just a
little better, we'd wind
up with better products, better
services and even more
pride in the work we do.

America. It only works
as well as we do.

19

9231 56th St.
Ph. 988-1428

Temple Terrace., Fla.

Next to Winn Dixie in Temple Terrace Shopping Center
(3 minutes from USF)

2 other convenient locations to serve you:
940 W. Brandon Blvd.
Grant City
Hwy. 60
at Town & Country
Across from Brand~n Mall

Brandon, Flonda
Ph. 689-9254

{opening soon)
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Shi ver Thr ows Aw ay Bal l I
I
For Set Of Go lf Clu bs
I
Assistant Sports Editor
In just one short summer,
USF's goU team has suffered
through the death of Wes Berner,
the head coach, plus one of its
incoming players, and has named
former basketball assistant, Bob
Shiver, as the new golf coach and
course manager.
·Berner passed away June 12
after serving six year years at
USF, as both coach and course
manager.
Shiver explained the circumstances that led up to his
appointment as golf coach
saying, "Dr. Bowers <USF
Athletic Director) asked me to
come and take . charge aftei:
Berne.r's death for what was then

only supposed to be for the
Hawk , an honorable mention,
summer. But after I was over
through graduation, but includes
here a month or so, I began to
Pat Lindsay, a second-team
like it.
College Division All-American.
"In the meantime, Dr . Bowers
incoming
five
Counting
was taking applications for a ·
players, Shiver will have eight
permanent golf coach and they
players on aid, but will be minus
had planned to make Spaff
the services of Victor Sponger,
Taylor, our tennis coach, the golf
Jr. who fell to his death in a
.
But
coach.
new
a
hire
and
coach
freak accident while taking
I told Dr. Bowers that I'd be in~
pictures at Yellowstone National
terested in the job and they
' -Park this summer.
left Taylor as tennis coach."
Shiver, who satd he "always
In a search for new talent,
had an inkling" for the job, was
Shiver announced that he would
replaced by Phil ·Collins as
have qualifying rounds Oct. 6-7
He now
basketball assistant.
and 13-14.
inherits USF's NCAA College
"We'll probably take between
team
golf
.Division runner-up
six and eight players from the
which was stripped of Vince
qualifying rounds . Then we'.ll pit
Head, a third~team College
them with the eight fellas on aid
division All-American, and Brian
for more qualifying and keep the
best ten," Shiver explained,
adding, "just because eight
players are getting aid that
doesn't mean they automatically
make the team ."

Gym Carries Wid e
Vari ety Of Artic les
When Jack Gilreath is sitting in
Room 105B that only means one
thing -- his equipment. is sitting,
too.
Gilreath, USF sports equip, ment .manager , sits with his back
· to a large assortment of sporting
equipment available free for use
by USF students. For the
most part, it gathers more dust
than users.

Lake Thonotosassa recreation
area by special arrangement
with Andy Honker, assistant
coordinator -of recreational
sports, Gilreath said.
Honker said groups should go
desk to make
to the UC
arrangement s .

Bowle rs Meet
Tonigh t 7 P.M.
USF's Bowling Club has its
first competition of the year_
tonight at 7 p.m. at Florida
Lanes . There . will be ·an
organizationa l meeting at 6: 30
p.m.

"l SURE wish · we'd get some
people in here to check out some
of this equipment, b~cause the
day goes by awfully slow when no
one comes by," Gilreath said.
A student need only present his
.· . I.D . card -to Gilreath or an
· assistant to check o.u tequipment.
Although all equipment has a one
day limit, Gilreath · said equipment may be kept overnight,
except bicycles which must be
before sundown.
returned
· Hours for equipment checkout
are 8 a.m .. ~ 9:45 -p.m . weekdays,
10 a.m. -6 p.m. Saturdays and
1 - 8:45 p.m. Sundays.

GILREATH .·: said , students
musf furnish their own personal
items such as tennis shoes and
. .
baseball gloves .
A 25-c~nt late fee will ·be
charged each after the equipment is two days late and
students will pay the full price if
it is not returned within a week.
Canoes can be checked out by
students at USF's Riverfront.
However . there is a two hour time
limit on them . Riverfront hours
· are 10 a .m . - 6 p.m. Saturday and
I - 6 p.m. Sunday..
. GROUPS AND organizations
may also use the canoes at USF

Got Club News?
Tell Us Abou tlt
Trying to get a sports club off
the ground? Trying to publicize
your organization' s sports activities? Well , The Oracle would
like to help.
For publication of the time of
your organization al meeting,
sports event or whatever, submit
a typewritten account to The
Oracle, Room 469 of the
Language-Li terature building or
see Mike Kaszuba or Dave
Moormann . Also included in the
information sheet should be the
name and phone number of
someone who can be contacted
for further information .
All information should be
submitted three days prior to the
event if possible.

I

9711 nebraska

I

BY MIKE KASZUBA

I
I

STONEHENGE

upstairs bar and gameroom
open 1-1

I
I

25~

until 7

A FREE BEER WITH THIS AD

I

I
I
I
I

-------·
~--------TIMERS
PART----Temporary work, unloading & warehousin g
materials. Pays $2.00 per hour. There is no job
waiting when assigned, you can drive directly
from your home. Girls, we also have office &
clerical assignmen ts.
CALL 933-3427

MANPO WER, INC.
1919 E. Busch, Tampa

$72 - $90

mont h

*

FUR NIS HED
APT S.

*

WA LK TO
CLA SS

SW IMM ·IN.G
POOLS,
.TENNIS,
REC~BLDGS.

T.V .LO UN GE S

. ~~~r6)
~P!.'. ~!!
in:

MARX -BROTHERS
Pigskin Capers&.. This L5 War ... ?
· LITTLE RASCALS -~
. 3 STOOGES
.. L.AUREL &.. HARDY

*

PRI VAC Y

Reserva tions now being accepte d

LA MA .KU BA

DO B

* Fl~sh Gorden • • Ro<.1'lunn er •

This Fr.i.day & Saturda y ni teat

1 Block from USF on 42nd St.
Phone: 971-0100

nl.l:ID NIG:H :T!
$1

~

1n the Lang. Lit.
Auditorium

If you're buying or selling ...
Let us help save you money
Oracle Classifieds

LAN 472

Ph. 97 4-2620

IM P ro g ra m O ff e rs
P le n ty O f A c ti v it y

Wl;~e Novelt~h~~ ~
lfl l
3203 E. BUSCH BLVD.

IM Sc he du le

Phone 988-8262
Hours: 10-9 Mon day - Saturday
IMPORTS AND HANDICRAFTS

SALE!

1. For furthe r inform ation on
The following Intram ural Sports are schedu led for Qtr.
2125), or check the 1973-74
(ext.
100
PED
in
Office
these activit ies, call the Intram ural
.
week
Recre ationa l Sports Handbook, to be distrib uted this
MEN
Period of Activity
Entry Deadline
Activity
8-Nov. 29
Oct.
3
ll
Oct.
Footba
Touch
8-12
Oct.
Residents-Oct. 3
Table Tennis
Oct. 15-19
Independents-Oct. 10
Oct. 22-26
Greeks-Oct. 17
29-Nov. 2
Oct.
24
t.
nts-Oc
Reside
ball
Paddle
5-9
Nov.
31
-Oct.
Independents
Nov . 12~16
Greeks-Nov . 7
Oct. 15-Nov . 29
Oct. 10
Volleyball
Nov . 15
Nov. 9
Cross Country

50% OFF ON PEA SAN T BLOUSES
1
AND DRESSES (thru Sept. 31)
10% discount to USF students
(on all non-sale items) with ~.~is_ ~

Required Clinics:
Oct. 2, 3
Football
Volleyball Oct. 9, 10

Activity
Baske tball
Tennis
Golf
Archery

CHAI RME N'S
ATHL ETIC
MEETING
Mon ., Oct. 1
2 p.m . - PED 100

Start a fresh or salt
water aquarium!

WOMEN
Entry Deadline
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 26
Nov. 12

--F-·I
----OF
----20%
--IAL
SPEC
I·-I on all tanl{s . ~

Activity Begins
Oct. 10
Oct. 10
Oct. 30, 31
Nov . 14, 15

~---------------~

Small Pets
SPECIAL on 3' boas . . . . $9. 98

Requi red Clinics:
Baske tball Clinic & Practi ce - Oct. 8, 9
Officials Clinic - Oct. 3, 4 p.m.
SRL MEET ING - Monday Oct. I - 4 p.m. - PED 100
Touch football ~ill lead a
parad e of three team and · six
·indiv idual intram ural sports
- when it begl.ns . Qtr. 1 play Oct. 8.
Andy Honk er, · recrea tion
coordinator, said a studen t needs
only to be carryi ng nine hours to
partic ipate in any intram ural
event. ..
have two
"WE'L L ONLY
men's team sports this quarte r
(football and volleyball), but
table tennis and
we'll have
paddleball in one-week double
elimin ation tourn amen ts and .
. cross count ry as a one-d ay
meet; " Honker said.

Students may sign up either as
a team or individually and be
placed on a team, Honker said.
Each team will be expec ted to
have a repres entati ve at the
Athle tic Chair men's meeti ng,
Oct. 1, to be briefed on rules and
activities and elect a studen t
intram ural council that will act
as a judicia l board for compl aints
Wome n's
and sugge stions .
partic ipants -will have a simila r
meetin g the same day.
CLINICS WILL be held for
those wishing to be officials of
men's football and volleyball and
wome n's basketball. Officials
will receiv e $2.40 pel'. game for

with
"WE'R E WORKING
more money and that's going to
be more helpful," she said of the
$5,000 budget increa se to $15,000.
"And we've finally gotten started
and people 's enthus iasm has
increa sed .''
As for the volleyball season,
which begin Oct. 6 with the
Rollins In vita tion al, Cheatham is
hoping for a better season than
last year's record of 13-7.
"We didn 't have a real good
first yea r ," she said fra nk! .\_
"Part of the reason was my
scheduling . There 's not enough
competit ion here . We dominated
the West Coast and beat Rollins ,
but other than th at we were
heat en h:v all the major powers ."
THIS YE :\H. Clwatharn s a id
shr plan s t0 start willl s om e
trou gh teilf!lS lo g l• t LJS F usu ! lo

th e l1e lt c r ca lilw r o l pl ;.i y !J cs icl cs
th e Hol lins t1J11rn ey . CIH.'il th a m
1·1!;111 :, t 11 h;n·r· lwr !P am cn m pr·l c

(offer good thru Oct. l, 1973)

Fletcher Ave.

VA.

U.S.F.

Fowler Ave.

Mayes •

V ol le yb al l Leads
A th le tic Parade
Exper iencin g a successful first
season, USF's women athlete s
ventur e into their second year of
intercollegiate play with even
greate r expectations.
Janie Cheat ham alread y has
planned volleyball tryouts for
tomorrow and Thurs day from 6 to
8 p.m . in the gym, and she is
excited about the entire women's
sports progra m.

EXOTIC FINS NORTH
13516 N. Florida Ave. at Fletcher
Ph. 932-6494

football and basket ball and $1.60
for volleyball .
"Although we haven 't set up a·_
schedule for coed intram urals
·yet, we're planning on having
coed flag football, badminton and
horseshoes, but nothing's final
yet," Honker said.

~

Busch
Gardens

z

Busch Blvd.

Mrute's i~~ s~Mp

in the Florid a West Coast tourney, Florid a State tourna ment,
- Jacksonville Invitational and the
season-ending state tourna ment.
"Hopefully we'll have a better
season ," said Cheat ham . "I have
more experience, for one thing, if
it means anything, and we have
seven return ees from last year's
squad ."

Phone 971-2018
Open 7 days til 1 a.m. Delivety charge SO cents

BOOK X- CHANGE

:::::~:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:~:~: ::~:~:::::~::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::

ENDS THE USED

BO OK BU YIN G BA TT LE
BUY STUDENT BOOKS
AT STU DE NT PRICES
FROM STUDENTS

uc

103

::::::::~::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

SE~T. 19, 20, 21
CO LL EC TIO NS
SEPT. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28
SA LE S
RE TU RN OF UN SO LD BO OK S

OCT. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
OPEN 9 A -M · - 4 P· M ·

APP ROV ED BY ST U DE N T GOV ERN MEN T

ONLY!
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GE NE RA L BO OK S
· IS HAV ING A

FA.NTA STI C
SA VIN GS
· ON .BO OK S!
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0

. - - BOOKSTORE
.& CA-MPUS SHOP
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Civilian Review
Proposed For UP
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Assistant News Editor
Althou~h

Director of Public
Safety and Security Paul
Uravich said he plans to
establish a group to interview
potential University Police (UP)
~employes, 'an administrative
,spokesman said the idea would be
"ludicrous" at this time~
"I plan to appoint the Security
Advisory Committee within a few
days and it would be ludicrous to
set up this committee and begin
setting up other committees,"
Ken Thompson, vice president
Administration,
said
for
yesterday. "Paul and I are
favorable to the idea of an. applicant screening board, and we
will take our ideas to the committee and bounce it off the
committee."
HOWEVER, Uravich said last
week he plans to have the
screening board in oper.!ltion "in

"It's too bad we' can't have
change."
-Bill Davis

a week or two weeks." He said he
plans to ask Faculty Senate,
Career Service Senate, Student
Government (SG) and the Equal

VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER

Opportunity Committee for
nominees.
The ·screening group was
originally suggested by SG last
spring, but former UP director
Jack Prehle termed the idea
"hilarious." Pres. Cecil Mackey
also said he was "not convinced"
that such a group was needed at
that time.
"I'm afraid the administration
used Chief Prehle as a scapegoat
and never looked at systematic
changes," SG Pres. Bill Davis
said yesterday. "I'm afraid we
will see a lot of public relations
and no systematic changes."

Remember us from last year?
The only pharmacy in. town
with a Student Discount
on Rx's ......•..•. (Enuff said)
l0938~B

Terrace Village Shopping Center
988-3896
N.56 St.

The
Marral{esh Express

THOMPSON SAID he and
Uravich would take their ideas to
the proposed advisory committee
when it is established, but Davis
called this "another place where
the idea of a screening board
stops.
"ltl~ too bad we can't have
change," he said.

LEATHER
&

SUCH

SG'S Community Services.
Offers Housing Aid
BY GARY PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer
Moving into its second year
under Student Government
supervision and operation, the
Office of Community Services
<OCS) has expanded its original
operation of locating off-campus
accommodations ·for .students.
Formerly the Off-Campus
Housing Office, OCS acts as a
clearinghouse for rental rooms,
apartments and houses with
continually updated listings. The
OCS also maintains referral lists
for area day care centers and
babysitting services.
Recent legislative action in
areas of tenant rights and consumerism has enlarged the role
of OCS in aiding USF students
with assorted complaints and
questions. A booklet is being
readied for distribution which

will contain much of the information
which
OCS
disseminates.
A sampling of some of the information included in the booklet
is:
The 1973 Florida Legislature
passed a package of bills which
given new tenant rights to those
who rent or lease their living
accommodations.
New procedures implemented
by the Florida Public Services
Commission now compel local
utilities to return deposits after
one year of service with
stipulated interest earned for the
period.
Procedures were established
by which an unhappy tenant may
seek recourse when something
less than an equitable situation
has developed.
In addition to all the printed
matter on file, OCS will be having
several area attorneys as guest

Come see what
we've made for you
SANDALS

speakers to answer questions
relating to various legal affairs.
OCS is-located in UC 156A and
is open noon to 4 p.rh. Monday
through Friday.

•••

foR Tl-IE STudENT Body.

Continuing Ed Offers
New Reading Classes
Short courses in speed reading,
preparation for the Law School
Aptitude Test and reading and
study skills for junior and senior
high school students will be offered this fall by the USF Center
for Continuing Education and the
Counseling Center for Human
Development.
Speed reading students will
meet each Tuesday, Oct. 2
through Dec. 4, from 7 to 9:30
p.m. Registration for the noncredit course is $:l5.
A class to prepare for the
verbal comprehension section of
the Law School Aptitude Test will

USF Calendar
Receives Change
USF will no longer suspend
classes on Gasparilla Day . . The
1973-74 catalog lists Gasparilla
Day, Feb. 11, as a holiday. nut
the rules and regulations affecting state employes have been
changed, and the president
cannot declare the holiday.
The current catalog also names
Oct. 22 as a Veterans Day
holiday. But because the Florida
Le~islature changed the date, the
holiday will be celebrated Nov
12.
.

meet Monday and Wednesday,
Sept. 21; through Oct. 17, from 7 to
\l::lO p.m. The fee is $50 for the
general public and $40 for USF
students and staff.
.Junior and senior high school
students may sign up for reading
and study skills to be taught each
Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon.
Sept. 29 through Dec. I.
Registration is on a first-come,
first-served basis and the fee is
$:lO·.

Further
information
is
available from the USF Center
for Continuing Education. ext.
240:l.

OVER A BARREL?

The body beautiful. :~·
Decorated with /
clothes from \ ~·'_

l,i

Fremacs.
Levi's, Baggies, \ ~

Bells, Jeans. \ _ ~·' :!:, \
New styles. ~~-

Knit tops and
Baggy shirts.
Terrific. Cosmic
colors. Tomorrow's
fashions at
Fremacs today.
Get it on.

Don't be ... use

ORACLE
Classifieds

23

Terrace Plaza
512 Franklin St.

Britton Plaza
Floriland Mall
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Bo ok sto re Pa tro ns
Ge t Do gg ie Ba g'
1

The UC Bookstore and the
Textbook Center cashiers are
putting more than books and
supplies into bags after ringing
·
up sales.
Advertisements for magazine
subscriptions, stereo equipment
mail order catalogs, bookcover s and green pennant
stickers for letter heads worth
25 cents are being stuffed into
shopping bags.
TOM BERRY .director of
which
Services
Auxiliary
operates the bookstore said
revenues are received from
distribution of subscription flyers
and catalogs for a California
stereo warehouse .

"Last year we collected about
giving out those
magazine subscription flyers. All
the money received goes back
into the bookstore to pay the
bills, " Berry said.
He also said five dollars is sent
to the bookstore for every order
received by USFstudents from
the stereo catalns:r
.THF. BOOK COVERS are free,
Berry said, because of the advertising on them.
are
magazines
" The
discounted, he said" . The stereo
equipment is supposed to oe tne
cheapest in the country . And the
bookcovers are there because
people wanted them".
$ 500 from

Berry was unaware yesterday
that the green pennant shaped
stickers were being given out out
said they were probably left over
from last year.

Uravich said he plans to outfit
UP front desk personnel in
blazers so they "can be· distinct
and recognizable." He said he
hopes the change will enable staff
and students to easily identify UP
employes.
Detectives and communit y·
relations staff with UP will also
wear the blazers, according to
Uravich. He cited "availabili ty
of funds" as a determining factor

14401 Fla. Ave.
Ph. 932-5254

YOUR GOOD HEALTH IS OUR CONCERN

*WORTH INGTON
*NATUR AL VITAMIN S
MEATLE SS MEATS
*COSME TICS
AN PRODUC TS
*HOFFM
*BREAD S; CEREAL S
PLUS
FRESH FRUITS & VEG. YEAR ROUND
CHE Ck OUR PRICES! !
lOper cent DISCOU NT TO
STUDEN TS, FACULT Y & STAFF

Frosh Englis h

Still Open
Freshman English 101
sections aren't all closed as
many students were advised
last week. A problem with the
computer caused the mistake
and students who want the
course can still add it during
drop-add this week. Drop-add
forms are available in LAN
105.

UP Em ploy es Get
Cha nge In Uni form
University Police (UP) meter
maids, detectives and desk
personnel will soon receive a
change in their uniforms, according to Paul Uravich, director
of Public Safety and Security.

NATURAL HEALTH FOODS

in how many new outfits will be
purchased.
Meter maids' uniforms will
change from the current dark
green skirts and white blouse to a
"pantsuit type " garment, according to Uravich. He said the
new outfits will look "separate
and distinct" from the rest of UP
uniforms.
No plans have been made to
change the officer's uniforms to
the blazers because Uravich said
this attire " didn't prove · successful" when tried at the
University of Florida . He said
officers will continue to carry
guns and termed firearms " very
necessary" for UP.

TO GROUPS OF 3
OR MORE GIRLS
GET l FREE PIZZA
- ANYTIME AFTER ·
2 P.M.
AT

THE TAROT
1212 W. Kennedy

WELCOME BACK USF!

. gourmet
wine shoppe
Hour s
4970 BUSCH BLVD.
Next to A&P

985-201 3

CJeli- .

sandwiches

11A M·1 AM MON .· SAT.
SUN . 1 PM • 12 Midn ight
CARRY OUT SERVIC E
CA TERI NG & PARTY TRAYS

4254 S. DALE MABRY
Next to Woolco

839-149 7
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Fraterni ty House
Barbers hop

(

HELP WANTED ·

J

c....

..

MISC. FOR SALE )

(

needs part-time
GOWEN
PROF .
housekeeper, cook, child companion. 20
hours a wk. late att. & early eve., call 9713915 atter 6 p.m.

AKC Irish Seiter puppies whelped 8-13-73.
Sired by Canadian Champion Killane
6rian. Both sire and dam dark mahogany
and well coated. Ph. 689-0504.

PART-TIME jobs-phone sales. 52.SO hr plus
commissions, S-9 M-F, 20 hr wk. Shel avg.
$75 wk, work In office Mor F . Exp. good
bvt not nee. Good people to work with. Call
Bonnie 872-9136.

THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & bells. Also boots,
shirts & western hats. Only 10 min. from
campus. Bermax Western Wear 8702
Nebraska.

WANTED: Interested (and Interesting> tour
guides. People for USF tour guide
positions. Give Informal campvs .fours at
your .convenience. Call SEAC office 9742637.

GIRLS Columbi~ bicycle. Excellent condition. See it to believe it! $30. Call 988-4533
atter 6 p.m.

NEED responsible person to pick up two 6
yr. old boys from Mort School 2:15 McnFri. Study while caring for them in my
home till 5:30 near USF 971-2399 or97J.1256
or 949-2141 .
RELIABLE person to stay at night with 2
boys age 7 and 8 while mother works. Call
621-3935.

)

SERVICES OFFERED
CANOE RENTALS
By Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476

A free program . for
OVERWEIGHT?
students wanting to lose weight will be
conducted through the Counseling Center
this quarter. (phone 2866) during the first
two weeks of class.

CARSON OPTICAL - 11710 Fla . Ave. 9357854. Eyeglass RX . Sunglasses &
photc gray; plastic or hardened lenses
made. Gokt w ire frames & fashioned
frames . Duplicate broken lenses & repair

RAP CADRE' has a Drug Analysis
Program. Drop box in AOC 211. 974-2833.
PREGNANT? NEED
DESPERATE?
HELP? Call SOLVE 227-8461. We provide
maternity clothes-baby clotties-houslngjobs-transportation & financial assistance
227-846i.
CAMPUS Advance invites you to visit the
Central Church of Christ. They are a small
group of friendly people who love God &
worship Him In a ,·ery s imple way. They
don't have an expensive building because
they worship God, not bricks and mortar.
They are followers of Jesus who are interested in learning more about Jehovah
through His word and putting Into practice
that pure relig ion .. Anybody Is welcome at
their services: Sunday Bible Study 9: 30,
Morning Worship 10:30, Evening Worship
6:00. Turn east on 130 Ave. off 56th St.
CBetween Fowler & Fletcher) .

(

FOR RENT

frames .

[J r!]lr!J G
1fHEAT~E··· .
. . ·.r·

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER
971-0007

BOOBY TRAP

--------------------------------------------------~

Plus

CUP THIS COUPON•ONE FREE HAMBURGER

SIDEWALK
COWBOY

)

Pollution:

it's acrying shame

Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat. Cont.
Shows from ll:45

*

!
!
i
:

:*
*:

But does i t have to be? N o t if
yo u do somet hing abou t it . So
th e next tim e you see po l lu ti on
Po i11t it out to someo ne who
can do sorn e t11inq abo u t it.

:*
*:

People start pollution.
People can stop iv.

:

Keep America Beautiful 0·~'-

~

P ;ir~

A ·1tn'.•'.' .

~H'"''

? ,_, rk. N . Y. 10'.i l 'l

':.:_.!~,·

**

8839 - 56th Street, Temple Terrace
8502 North Florida Avenue

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
·

Offer expires October 15, 1973

-

-

. -- -

===-~-

I
1

L---------------------------------------------------------------J

***************************************************·*

***********

i

9")

Cl ip this coupon and take
it lo either of the addresses
listed below, and they'll give
you a free hamburger.

Both Color, X

NEW 2BR lux apts. Central A- H, WW car·
pets, dishwuher, disposal, kids and pets
OK. $160-unl, 5180-fur. Libentl Landlord
(student) . Call Bess Carter Assoc. or
Angela Brantley Assoc. Ann Davis Reg. R .
E. Broker. 932-4308.
FURNISHED APT. ; Now, North Tampa;
Air Conditioned, 1-bedroom, living room.
kilchen. Single person only . S90 month.
Call now 235-4311 or 232-0011 .

FREE HAMBURGER/

Movers, furniture movi!lg,
STUDENT
hauling, odd jobs. Call Ray or Elaine 4 to 7
pm Mon. thru Sun. 949·5247.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM CORREC'tlNG Selectric, carbon
ribbon, pica or elile. Type changes and
Greek symbols. All types of work and
styles . 5 min. from USF. Nina Schiro,
11110 N. 22nd St., 971-2139. If no answer,
235-3261.

PH-971-3633

Appointment s Available
Hours daily 9-6 thurs.&fri. 9-7:00
13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA &
4803 BUSCH PLAZA
University of Tampa student and reserve
football tickets available

JEFF, ANYONE CAN CLIP
THE. COUPON BELOW AND TAKE
IT TO *BURGER CHEF FOR A

I

WANT an exciting date? Be scientifically
matched by computer. For your application and processing send SJ to Partner
P .O. Box 17684 Tampa, Fla. 33601 Exclusive for students.

HELPLINE is going to be training s<.>0n for
Qtr. l. For more Info call 974-2833 or come
by AOC 211 . At night call 974-2555.

Oracle Classifieds:
Ext. 2620

REFRIGERATOR for sale. New, never
used. Two cubic feet-Ideal for office or
room. Must sell no.w . S80 buy but will sell
for SSO. 5 yr. warranty. Call St. Pete., 8671435 and ask for s. Mason.

OPENING for Legal Assistant. Call Mrs.
Comfort . 872-8424.

PERSONAL

ONLY MINUTES FROM USF
READY to move into! Freshly painted 3
bedroom, 2 bath home with central heat
and air. W-W carpeting living rm . and
comb. family and din. rm. Fully equlppf!d
kitchen. Inside utility rm. Lovely landscaping and only in upper twenties. Call
for appt. Pauilne Ferraro, Assnc. Coyle
Realty Res : 877-4912 Off : 877-8227.

paperbacks, Comics, Magazines.
USED
Buy, Sell, Trade Nostalgia Items. Comics
for collectors. Over 15,000 different bool<s.
Open 9.9 daily. UNIQUE BOOKS 12943
Flcrlda Avenue.

$2.50 per hr. 20 to 30 hrs. per week. Hours
adjusted to your schedule. ShippingReceiving office supplies, keeping
records, etc . Phone Mr. Griffis at 872-9102
Central Truck Lines 3825 Henderson Blvd.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

[

J

_R_E_A_l_ES_T_A_r_e_ ..

{Sebring Certified) (Unisex Shop)
STYLING
SHAGS
RAZOR CUTS
LA YER CUTS

NEBRASKA FURNITURE
3625 S. Dale Mabry
Tampa, Florida 33609
Phone (813) 839--1000
l BLOCK NORTH OF BRITI'ON PLAZA

BRAND NEW
3 ROOMS OF FURNITURE
4 PIECE BEDROOM
2 PIECE LIVINGROOM; SOFA BED AND CHAIR
5 PIECE KITCIIEN SET

:

AtL FOR

:jt

$269©00

*

!
I
J
I

#
i*
#
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!*
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:*:

*
¥************************************************************
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CO
THEIR LARGEST
WELCOMES YOU BACK TO SCHOOL AND INVITES YOU TO
.
.
AND MOST MODERN FACILITIES AT 1910 E. FLETCHER

FEATURES WE ARE PROUD OF/
Large 1paciout parking Iott, front & rear
Electric 1llding door
Completelv air conditioned
Fine1t equipment available

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
DRY CLEANING SER.VICE
Regul•u & Bulk Dryc:leaning
Shirt

Suvl~

Dryfold Service

(52 Westinghouse washers)
Most dryers in Tampa
(20 in one store)
large and plentiful folding area
Living room furniture for your comfort
Student chairs for study
Exclusive game room for play
Drycleaning prices you won't believe!

ATTENDA NT ON DUTY, 7-11
LAST WASH AT 10:00 P.M.
tale. 971-9004,
977-1325
""' -"'*'-

.~· .;.

- ..

.:t;oo;:... _ ~ ..... - ..
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Early VA Checks
May Arrive Late
BY JOHN T. BERARDINO
Oracle Staff Writer
Under the advanced payment
plan for veterans implemented
this year, vets were to have
received education benefit
checks up to 30 days before the
start of classes.
Many veterans have not yet
received their advanced checks,
even some who applied as early
as the end of July.
"THERE IS no one person or
agency that controls these
checks," said Bob Jett, director
of USF's Office of Veterans Affairs.
"It's Df'lW to the University
System and to the VA. The VA
has also .experienced some difficulty with their computer in
getting the checks to the appropriate. person at the ape
propriate'' university," he said.
There have also been reports of
some checks showing up at the
wrong . universities and checks
coming for veterans· who did not
request them.
AN ADVISER
at the St.
Petersblirg Regional VA office
said, "no one knows" when all
USF veterans will receive the
checks.
Advari~e payment allows
veterans i:nore financial freedom,
putting the money in their hands
in time to pay tuition fees and buy
books.
A letter was sent out from the
Registrar's Office iri July which
explained the advanced payment
plan. It stated that the advanced
checks could be picked up in the
Finance and Accounting Office
beginning August 27.
ON AUGUST 27 there were
only several hundred checks in
Finance and Accounting and
since then only a few checks have
been coming into the office daily.
At the Finance and Accounting
Office where veterans go to pick
up their advance checks, many
are still going away empty
handed.

Vets Can Delay
Fee Payment
All veterans and dependents
eligible for VA Educational
Assistance can now delay
payment
of
University
registration fees up to 60 days.
Bob Jett, director of the office
of Veterans Affairs, said the
delayed payment plan was made
possible by legislation passed last
spring in Tallahassee and applies
only to institutions in the State
University System.
Eligible veterans at USF may
defer payment of Qtr. 1 fees until
Nov. 23 at 3 p.m., Jett said.
No late registration fees will be
charged, but if fees are not paid
by
deadline, the student's
registration will be canceled, he
said. The student may also have
to repay any money received as
education benefits during the
quarter.
Any questions about eligibility
or about the deferred payment
plan should be directed to the
USF Office of Veterans Affal.rs in
UC 161 or 166, ext. 2291.

Ed McClelland, an Air Force
veteran says, "I think it's
ridiculous. They should have the
checks on time for the vets. We
depend on it for our livelihood.
They said you could pick up your.
check anytime after three weeks
prior to registration. I don't know
why it has to be .such a big
hassle."
Bob Houston, another veteran
waiting for his advanced check
said, "I think it's disgusting. I
think it's evil. I think the
government should have a bad
credit rating."
Any veteran having difficulty
with his advanced check should
contact the Office of Veterans
Affairs, UC 161-2166, ext. 2291.
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outgrown your zvheels?· ~

{s(:::~
. ,,~ ,

find neu' ones in the

.~~RACLE CLASSIFIEDS
-.

ALL
THE WINE
YOU CAN
DINNER

ALL THE
ANTIPASTO
YOU CAN
MAKE

ALL WITH YOUR CHOICE OF
Spaghetti and Meat or
Marinara Sauce _ _ _ _ _ _ $3.50 .
Spaghetti and Meatballs
$3.95
Eggplant Parmigiana
$4.25
Chicken Mama Mia!
$4.95
Veal Parmigiana
$5.35
Shrimp Marinara
_
$5.50
Steak Pizzaiola (New York Strip) $6.25
or just char-broiled if you wish
Served with Imported Italian Spaghetti
and Bread Fresh From our Ovens.
Also Daily Authentic Italian Specials.

Children's Menu Available

''Tl)e Gral)dest Italiat? RestauraQt Ever''
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

With An Oracle
Classified Ad

27
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* Spacious Living
*Fresh Air
* Fishing and Swimming
*Basketball and Tennis
*Gameroom

-

. 'I
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All this can be

yours

with a home from

DANNIE'S
~MOBILE HOME SALES
at

I

· Lamplighter. Tampa Mobile Home Community
8415 E. Fowler Ave.
I I·
.
'Jf)'
1
3 miles east of U.S.F•
·/ I / ·

.I

.·~ &;:

Ph. 988-.3962

?

. YOUR LOW-COST IIOU·SING CENTER

at our picnic area .
on the Hilishorough River

Sept. 30th l:00-5:00p.m.

)

Division of Student Affairs Supplement to the Oracle

QUESTIONS
&ANSWERS
-As of September 1, 1973-
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• Admissions • Counseling Center • Financial .Aids • Food Service • Minorities
• Personal Crisis • Residence Halls • Student Organizations • Textbooks
• Student Publications • Students, the Law and Grievances • University Center
Compiled by the Division of Student Affairs

<Refer to Handbook For
Confronted with the complexities of institutionalized learning, many students spend .
more time in administrative offices than in the classroom. To minimize the "ad- records office of the college of the major
ministrative office h9P." by which many students are piagued, straightforward methods (check current USF Classification) or if
of communicatfon and information distribution must be provided by the system. Within a undecided, in F AO 126.
'
large university it is very easy to become "lost in the crowd." When a student exclaims,
bl If_ a new.fre_shman or sophomore, or
"But I didn't know, no one told me," he may be speaking in all honesty . It is important undecided Junior, the Division of
for administrative offices to be sensitive to all student questions and practice preven- University Studies starts an advising file
tative maintenance rather than wait until a number of students fall prey to the same trap on the student and thereafter "a" almve
applies.
in the system.
Students look to the administrator and his working staff for answers, not more
cl If a new transfer student with 90 hours
questions, which is the case when staff members cannot effectively answer students' or more a~d a declared major, the College
questions . The operational and philosophical problems presented need immediate at- of the maJor should request and receive
tention, not shuffling to another office. When staff assistants blunder or present inac- your records from the Admissions Office
curate information, a student is even more confused and certainly feels "let down" by during the first quarter at USF. The
the system which is supposed to look out for his welfare.
stude1_1t should check in with the apSecretaries, staff and student assistants must be familiar with the University system propriate college and request an official ·
and the common problems of its students. Compiled here are 100 most-asked questions transfer evaluation when the college has
concerning student affairs and related areas. Each question is presented with a response received the records.
Source for Response: Council on Academic Advising.
and source for further information. It is hoped that this manual will strengthen the
For More Information: Chairman, Council on
communication between students and staff, providing the best opportunity for the Academic
Advising, FAQ 126, Ext. 2645.
learning experience.
Question: How do I change my major?
Response: If a Division of University
receive additional credit through the
Admissions
Studies student, you may effect a change
CLEP subject exams. <See below for
of major by retrieving your -records from
CLEP subject exams.)
Advising
F AO 126 and hand-carrying them to the
(1) In January, 1974, there may be
Coordinator of Advising in the College of
changes in the use of CLEP tests for USF
Credit by Examination
the intended major. If both your current
students. Interested students should check
and intended majors are housed in the
Orientation
with their coordinators of advising in the
same college, you need only contact the
Advising Offices.
· .Registration
Coordinator of Advising in the College. If
Source for Response: Division of University Studies.
For More Information: Associate Director, Division of ,
your change of major also entails a change
University
Studies,
Ext.
2645.
Question: What do I need to be admitted
of College, you should retrieve your
to USF BEFORE I graduate from high
records from your current Coordinator of
Question: Can I take the CLEP test if I
school?
Advising (or College records office) and
am not a new freshman?
Response: Those inquiring about early
Response: Yes. However, previous
hand-carry them to the Coordinator of
admissions will be sent an Early Ad- · college-level course work in the area
Advising in the College of your intended
missions Information sheet, which gives in tested may prevent a student from obmajor. (See below for College Advising
detail the requirements needed for early taining the maximum number of credits.
Offices.)
admission, along with an applic<;ltion and a
Source for Response: Council on Academic Advising . ·
Source for Response : Division of University Studies.
For More Information: Chairman, Council on
USF catalog.
For More Information: Associate Director, Division of
Academic
Advising, FAO 126, Ext. 2645.
Source tor Response: Office of Admissions and Office University Studies, Ext. 2645.
of Records and Registration.
Question: What do I need to get an AA
For More Information: New Student Relations, FAO . Question: Where can I find my adviser?
degree? .
Response: All students who enter the
126, Ext. 2076.
Response: Students wishing the
University with
than 90 quarter
Question: What can I do if I do not meet hours or without afewer
Associate of Arts degree must fill out an
specific
major
in
mind
the minimum requirements for ac- will be
application form in the Registrar's Office
advised by the advisers. in the
ceptance at USF?
(ADM 246) during the first three weeks of
Division
of
University
Studies
for
a
Response: The student who does not . minimum
the quarter in which they expect to receive
of
one
advising
session.
The
meet the minimum requirements is enthe degree. The deadline date to apply for
couraged to enroll as a Special Student (20 student will move on to the college of the
a degree for each quarter of the academic
major
when
the
student
is
ready.
Any
hours limit). This student must complete student
year is given in the Academic Calendar
entering
the
University
at
the
15 quarter _hours with a "C" average or junior level
with a departmental major - located in the front of the catalog. The
better before he can be considered for will
requirements
for
certification
be advised by advisers within the
regular admission.
are: 1. Students must complete a
college of the major.
Source for Response: Director of Admissions.
minimum of 90 quarter hours (exCJuding
The University of South Florida consists
For More Information: Office of Admissions, ADM 180,
PEl with a minimum Grade Point
of eight colleges with undergraduate
Ext. 2987
Average of 2.00 on the basis of work atprograms. Each college houses number
Question: Where do I apply for CLEP? of departments. If the student adoes
tempted here. 2. Students must have
not
Response: Anyone interested in taking have an academic adviser, the student
completed a minimum of 30 hours in
CLEP at the University of South Florida should contact the advising office of the
residence at USF immediately prior to the
may sign up for it at the Office of Ad- appropriate college or the Division of
awarding of the certificate. 3. Students
vanced Placement and Testing, FAO 201. University Studies as follows:
must have satisfied the General
The CLEP subject exams are given at USF
Distribution
Requirements of the
LOCATION PHONE
COLLEGE
every third Friday of the month at a cost of
University (See below.) 4. The student
Bus.
Administration
BUS207 974-2960 must apply for the A.A. certificate so that
fifteen dollars per subject exam. The
FA0126 974-2645 it will be given before he accumulates 135
CLEP general exams are administered Div. Univ. Studies
EDU112 974-2785 credits.
the third Saturday of every month and cost Education
Source for Response: Division of University Studies.
ENG105 974-2581
fifteen dollars for each of the five exams or Engineering
For More Information: Associate Director, Division of
FAH236 974-2078
twenty-five dollars for two or more parts. Fine Arts
University Studies, FAO 126, Ext. 2645
USF is just one of the many CLEP testing Language-Literature LAN105 974-2804
SCA464 974-2736
centers located throughout Florida and the Natural Science
DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS
NRA102 974-2191
United States. A complete list of testing Nursing (1)
(This policy supersedes the 1973-74 Bulletin)
centers and testing dates are available at Soc. & Beh. Science (2) SOC133 974-2503
The
University of South Florida provides
the Office of Advanced Placement and ·
(1) Nursing majors are advised by the
that a wide distribution of academic areas
Testing. Any questions concerning the Division of University Studies during their
should .be a part of a formal university
mechanics (where, how much, when, freshman and sophomore years.
education.
These
distribution
etc.,) of the CLEP can be answered by the
(2) Social and Behavioral Science requirements
may be satisfied over the
Office of Advanced Placement and majors are advised by the Division of
Testing, FAO 201, phone number 974-2741. University Studies for their first two ad- . four-year period by the completion of sixty
hours with at least eight hours in each of
Any questions related to credl.t evaluation vising sessions.
the five areas listed below:
can be answered by the advisers in the
Students who have not declared a
Division of University Studies, FAO 126, specific major are advised by the advisers
Area I - English Composition - ENG
phone number 974-2645.
in the Division of University Studies until
101 , 102, 103.
Source for Response: Division of University Studies.
such time that the student is ready to
Area II - Fine Arts-Humanities - AMS
declare a major.
ART, CLS, DAN, ENG (excluding 100, 101:
University
Studies,
Ext.
2645. Or, Testing and Advanced
Qour eMsotrieonlFAO
n:forWma.htiaont
: Adssacmiatye DCireLcEtorp, Disvcis iorneosf
Source for Response: Council on Academic Advising.
103), HUM , HU, MOL, ARA, FRE, GER,
Placement,
201, Ext. 2741.
For More Information: Chairman, Council on
GRE, HEB, ITA, POR, ROM, RUS, SPA,
Academic Advising, FAO 126, Ext. 2645_
0
MUS, PHI (excluding 303), REL, SPE
0
Question: Where can I find my advising
mean?
TAR.
'
records?
Response: The scores reported for the
Area III - Mathematics and Quan- ·
Response: a) If a continuing student
CLEP general examinations are "scaled"
titative Methods - ECN 231, 331, ESC,
scores which are converted to percentile your advising records should be in th~
MTH, PHI 303, SS! 301.
ranks in terms of the 1963 CLEP National
Sophomore Norm Sample. At USF, up to
Courses Approved for Credit at USF by CLEP Subject Examinations
nine hours of credit may be awarded in
<Does not include General Examinations)
any one of the five general areas
(maximum of 45 in all areas) if perPass.scores (1J
formance in that area is at or above the
scaled Percen50th percentile. Each area of the test
Examination
Course
Hours Essay
Scores tile
corresponds to an area of the Distribution
Am•o
rican
Government
POL 201
4
No
47
39
R
·
t (
American History
HTY
211,21 2
8
Yes
60
83
eqmremen S. 1)
MINIMUM
Western Civilization
HTY 231. 232
8
Yes
65
93
SCALED
Analysis and Interpretation of Literature ENG 31,
4
Yes
49
44
TEST
TOTAL SCORE
En1;lish Literature
ENG 201,202,203
12
Yes
45
34 .
English
494
Biology
BIO 201 ,202,203
12
No
ss
69
Humanities
489
Geology
GLY 201,301
9
No
49
44
Social Science
General Chemistry
CHM 211.2f2,213
12
Yes
48
50
488
h
General Psychology
PSY 201
5
No
47
40
Mat ematics
497
Human Growth and Development
P'SY 341
4
No
53
60
Science
489
Statistics
ss1 301 (3), ECN 231
4, 3
No
so. 50 48, 48
Students at USF may now take SUbJ·ect
Introduction
Business Management
MAN
301
5
Yes
50
50
Introductory lo
Accounting
ACC 201,202,305
9
No [2) 50
41
exams (CLEP) tu get credit for specific
Introductory Business Law
GBA 361
5
No
65
90
5
49
courses offered at USF. If the student has
Introductory Marketing
MKT 301
No
so
58
80
already taken the course(s) at USF or has
Money and Banking
FIN 321
No
·ved
a
transfer
equ1'valent
for
the
(l l A"scaled score" of so is the approximate average made by a sample ot students who took the test
at end of actual enrollment in a similar course.
recel
course(s), the student is not eligible to
~~~r~~~~~ ~~y~;~~g~m~~r0~;partment.

.
I~
I
~t·_..

100 Most Asked Questions About:

F

m

Students for additional information)
Area IV - Natural Science - AST, BIO,
BOT, CHM, GLY, NAS, OGY, PHY, PHS,

zoo.

Area V - Social & Behavioral Sciences
- AFA, AGE, ANT, CJP, ECN 100, EDF
377, GPY, HTY, POL, PSY, SOC, SSI
<excluding 301), WSP.
Acceptable in the total of 60 quarter
hours but not part of any of the five areas:
LLI 200. SPE 201, EDV 207, CBS 401.
The College of Engineering does not
accept the courses listed in boldface as a
part of its engineering accredited
program. Education majors must take
courses in at least two different departments under areas II and V.
Since each college may recommend
specific courses for the satisfaction of each
· area, students should consult the
.distribution requirements as listed in each
college section of the catalogue.
All AA degree holders (from in-state or
out-of-state accredited institutions) will be
considered as having met our General
Distribution Requirements and 90 hours of
work will be transferred. The determination of the prerequisites for a given
academic pl'.ogram will remain the
prerogative of the college in wl)ich the
student is majoring.
Courses required for a student's major
program <1) will not be counted in the total
of 60 hours, although areas of the general
distribution requirements may be waived
where appropriate.
No more ,t han twelve hours in a
single department may be counted toward
distribution requirements for any area.
A student may appeal to the Coordinator
of Advising in his or her college for exceptions to these prefixes or courses prior
to registration in such courses.
A student must check with his college to
be sure he is meeting general distribution
requirements and special certification or
accreditation requirements where appropriate.
(1) Major Program - a) Specialization:
Those courses required to give the student
academic concentration · and baccalaureate identification such as Math,
Accounting, Psychology, etc.
bl Supporting or Related: These courses
may be prerequisites to the specialization
courses, or they may support specialized
courses by giving preparation or breadth
to the area of specialization. These courses
are often referred to as college or program
core courses.
c) Program Electives: These are
usually a broad band of courses offered by
the college offerii:lg the major to further
enrich the student in the general academic
field in which he has chosen to major.
Approved by Carl D. Riggs, Vice
President for Academic Affairs, June 6,
1973.
Question: How do I get the courses I took
before coming to USF evaluated?
Response: A student may have the
courses he took before coming to USF
evaluated by going to the Office of Advising in the major college so that they can
request a transcript from the Office of
Admissions. The Admissions Office does
an evaluation of the- NUMBER of hours
transferred. After the college receives the
transcript, an evaluation of the courses is
made . If the student is undecided, the
Division of University Studies, FAO 126,
can do the evaluation. This Division does
primarily an evaluation of courses that
apply to GENERAL DISTRIBUTION
REQUIREMENTS. The courses that
apply to the MAJOR are the responsibility
of the college in which the major is housed.
Source for Response : Council on Academic Advising.
For More Information: Chairman, Council on
126, Ext_ 2645.

Academic Advising, ·FAO

Question: What is FOCUS?
Response: Focus orients new students
and parents of freshmen to USF . Approximately 200 students per session are
invited to campus, with their parents in the
case of freshman students, to participate
in a series of programs and activities,
planned to familiarize the new student
with college life. The programs include
testing, orientation, academic advising,
and registration . This eliminates many
problems for the student in September.
Parents and students are encouraged to
stay in the residence halls during the
program to "get a feel for University life."
Source tor Response : Coordinator of FOCUS.
For More Information: FOCUS Program, Division of
University Studies, FAO 126, Ext. 2076.
Question: How can a student drop-add a
course after the deadline?
Response: Students may petition the
Aca dem1c
. Stan dar ds Comm1'ttee by 0.b<Continuedonfollowingpage>
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<Continued from previous page>
taining a petition form from the
Registrar's Office. The Committee will
review the petition for exception to
Academic Policy and inform the student of
their decision . If permission is denied and
extenuating circumstances still exist, the
student may seek alternative suggestions
through the Office of Student Affairs.
Source for Response : USF Bulletin : Sect ion on
" Academic Policies and Proct?dures ."
•
For More Information : Off i ce of Registrar, ADM 264,
E xt. 2987 . Or, Coordinator of Advising, College of the
studen t' s major.

Question: Can I take classes at USF
still enrolled in high school? <Will I
get college credit for them? Will the credit
transfer to other colleges?)
Response: The answer to all above
questions is YES, but USF cannot
guarantee transfer of credits. A high
school recommendation is necessary to
take credit courses at the University .
whi~

Source lor Response: Academ ic Advis ing, High School
Relations .
For More Information : New Student Rel ations, FAO
126, Ext. 2076.

Question: I want to take cO'urses at a
junior college near my home this summer.
Do I need special permission?
Response: Special permission to take
courses at a junior college . is NOT
REQUIRED, but the student should
contact the Coordinator
of Advising
in tthe
· (Associa
· te D1rec
co.11ege
of fthUe major
or,
·
·
·
·
S
d'
A
d
..
D1v1s10n o mvers1ty tu 1es, ca em1c
·
·
FAQ
'f
1
'f'
d
DUS
Ad v1smg,
126, 1 c ass1 1e
)
·
T
·
s d F
h'to
obtam a rans1ent tu ent orm. T is
procedure is strongly advised . to ensure
here w1 11 trans fer
· ·tth·a tUSF
courses dta k·en de1sew
o
as esire . St udents who have
.
more th an 90 hours of 1ower leve1 eredit
must
before
· .. check
·
t with
· ·their 1.adviser
1
reg1s t ermg
a a Jun10r
co ege.
Source for Response : Division Of University Studies-.
· . For More lniormation: Associate.Director, Division of
.

lJ,~lversity

s:tudies, .Ext. 2645.

.

.

. ·Question: Where, How, .and Wberi canl,
. :as ·.. a· USF · $tudent, . .register . for
:. ~ills!>Or.»ug~ C~p]mu~jty ~(;olleg,e ~ou·r~~~

Response : The University of South
Florida is required to abide by the
regulations set by the State and Federal
Government for the various programs.
The Federal guidelines state that all of the
requirements listed below must be met
before a student may be considered
financially independent of his family :
<al The student must not have resided
with parents or guardian during the year
preceding the year<sl for which aid is
requested and will not so reside during the
year(s l for which aid is requested .
<bl The student must not have received
any financial support, such as, room ,
board or monies, in excess of $200 during
the year preceding nor the year<sl · for
which aid is requested.
<c> Must not have been claimed as an
income tax exemption for the calendar
year preceding nor the year<s> for which
aid is requested.
There are no absolute dollar ceilings to
qualify for financial aid. All financial
information is considered and based upon
the family circumstances, size of family,
number in college, etc . A relative need is
established based upon all of these circumstances.

form must be filled out. This permits the
counselors to serve more students.
Source for R~ponse : Couns-eling Center for Human
Developmt!nt.
For More Information : Assistant Director, Counseling
Center, AOC 20,, Ext. 2832.

Question: Why do I have to see a
counselor before seeing a psychiatrist?
Response : Only 1 1 ~ psychiatrists are
available for the entire student body, but
four career counselors and four personal
counselors who, as the primary therapist,
are available to help students equally well
with most problems . Efficient staff
utilization requires students to first see a
counselor. Students needing the
specialized medical skills of a psychiatrist
will automatically be referred by a
counselor to a psychiatrist.
Source for Response : Counseling Center for Human
Development Ut il ization .
For More Information : Counsel ing Center, AOC 204,
Ext. 2832 .

Question: Why must I see a counselor
before taking a test?
Response : Budget expense money
demands economy. Therefore, judicious
assignment Of tests by Skilled COUnSelorS
who can make a value interpretation is
essential.

Source for Respo{lse: Director of F inanc ial Aids .
For More Information: Office of F inancial Aids, ADM
1n Ext . 2621 ·

Question: Will an on-campus job affect
other financial assistance?
Response : If your financial need has
been met through other types of financial
aid, then any on-campus Job in addition
would affect the other aid offered. If
clearance for an off~ampus job was
granted through the Office of Financial
Aids, it would affect your other aid. If,
however, you have an off-Campus job that
was not obtained through the Office of
Financial Aids, then the off-campus job
would not affect you• other assistance.
Source for Response : .Director Of Flna_ncial Aids_.
For More Information : Office of Financial Aids, ADM
172, Ext . 2621. Or, co.op, Student Career and Employment, AOC 105, Ext . 2295 .

Question: Why are V.A. checks late?
Response: The student should check
with the Veterans Advisor who has experience in solving problems of this
nature. He will work with the student to be
sure he-she has completed the process of
certification correctly.
Source for Response : Veterans' Advisor.
For More I nformation : Vet erans' Advisor, CTR 218,
E x t. 2615 .

Food Service

The general nature of the most-asked
questions about the residence hall food
source for Response : counseling center for Human
Question: If a student received an service suggested a different format for
Development policy .
educational loan when he was in college the responses and reading. Listed below
For More Informat ion : counseli ng center, AOC 204,
before and has been re-paying it, when he
are the questions and answers. Following
2832
E xt .
·
returns as a full-time student, must he
the ten questions, are the source and
Quest10n:
.
What 1s
. t he proce d ure f or
continue repayments?
location of further information.
Response : Con tac.t the Finance and
Question: Why can't someone el~e. kuse
obtaining VA tutorial assistance?
R esponse : E nro11e d USF veterans may
Accounting Offi'ce at the school or agency my un-used
on my mea 1 tic et,
. punches
from which the student received the since I .have
already paid for the meal?
pick up tutorial assistance forms from the
h
Coordinator of Tutorial Services <AOC
educational loan and request the form for
Response : P.rices are based on t e
)
F
be
d
b
h
deferment
of
repa.yment
b.
Y
virtue
o,
f
being
missed
meal
factor,
which
means
1
230 . · orms are to . compete
y t e · a student. As
·
· cost wo uld bife
soon as the student has ·everyone
ate every meal,
student, signed by the Coordinator, and
d.
.
mailed to· the St. Petersburg office. A .enrolled, he should ha.v e·. · the Registrar considerably higher an the present
veteran's tutorial fee cannot exceed the
certify on that deferment form the number program would have to be changed.
.
of hours for which he is enrolled and return
Question: Why can't you have as much
a.mount of $50. p_er ·m
. onth.
it to the school or agency. As soon as this a.s you want on the first serving?
· ..
. . .Source fo.r Response : USF and VA poli~I~~.
is done he may cease his repayments until
. Response: Servings are portions, not tO.:
· For More Information : Coordinator of Tutorial Ser .
he ceases being a. full-ti{Iie. student. ,'.'
;COntr.o [ What ,a Student .e ats, but What he..
vices, E x t . 2838 . :
.· ·: ·;,_.
Sour;ce' for Response : Director .9f Fin.a ncial A ids.
.wastes;;·· Experience has shown that ::lli,OS~ .
. Ques~ion: . Are Reading: and.': S~e~i::h &
. For More lhformatioh: .Pflice oi FinanCial A ids, ADM ' students' eyes are bigger than ';their
ff
..
I .. .,
. '
.
- p2; Ext. 2621: :.
. ' •
. .. .
•
-: 'stQrnai:bS; .if tbi;iy were allowedall tm!f .
:.•· ~Ra..·ersinpgontse.est.·sN·...c0-.o,mexPclJe'spotrfy.o:'.: _•·.·.·t. ~.'e·~·.•.:C·.·.. ·.~".· ;~.:I"'e: ::g e. "o·. .
< h ..
· · : ,:, '\vani¢d'''on' the;initial. serving, waste .fuc.:.
• u
,,
· Question.: What. •:•s t . e : diff~rence bet~ ,; ~c'i-:eas~ C:onsid~rably along with increased

0

c·

' .·. ·.

.

•

,~~«;:j:f~~~~f~.!sr;,~x:1i;,~s,·.· ·•.j§E~~~~.ii~~~~~;f~&1.~;~Ti1t~,
l'.eg1~tratu;m pei:1od; on reg1stration,~ay; ~r.
'dui:'1ng tlie(add period ~t the begiiu1ing of .
th¢\qtiartet; Registration for.HC.C .c ourses ·
.i,S .. '.h andled by the Registrar'si. Offi~e;:
Registration for an . HCC course ori
registration day at the beginning of the
quarter is handled in the gym. During the
add period, and dliring the period of HCC
early registration, it is handled in the
Registrar's .Office. .Before a student
registers for an HCC course, the student
must obtain written permission to take the
Course. or courses at HCC from the
Coordinator of Advising in the college of
the major.
Source for Response: Division Of University Studies.
For More Information: Associate Director, D ivision Of
Unlversltll Studies, Ext. 26"5. ·

Counseling Center
. Questioo: How · can I get tutorial
assistance?
Response: The counseling ~enter .has
various programs . for students requiring
tutoring. Blind students, veterans and
. minority stmients ·.are given speeial con·
sideration. English tutorials can be
arranged as part of the developmental
English course. In . addition the center
maintains a list of tutors for hire who are
approved by the colleges and depart· ments.
Source for Resp0nse: Counseling Center .for Human
Development.
For More Information: Couns-eling Center for Human
Development, AOC 232, Ext. 2838.

Question: What services are available at
the Counseling Center?
·
Response: Career guidance, personal
counseling, psychiatric, speech and
hearing therapy, developmental reading
and study skills, tutorial, testing, veterans
assistance , drug-crisis intervention,
vocational rehabilitation , parole and
probation, and various paraprofessional
services are offered at the Counseling
Center on a non-discriminatory basis,
giving personal consideration to race,
color, creed, religion, sex, age, and
national origin.
Source for Response: Counsellng ' Center for Human
Development Organizational Chart.
For More Information : Counseling Center, ADC 204,
E x t. 2832.

Question:, Why must I fill out a form to
see a counselor?
·
Response: To efficiently provide the
· counselor with pertinent information and
understanding prior to the first session this

,.

. .·

,(lef!ciencies w}l.en thef e.titer ·colleg~{ ·
., ~mploy~~nt pr?:ik,llrp, reqtl!fi 1 ~~ .f~na~p~l · ,,. i:'~p}ac~eJitiS Jo !!!lilninatethe f~qu.en,¢Y<
~·durce iiir ~eS~n~~ : USF t'ai~lt>!i:." .•.. ..·: .
. rfo~ratHio,r, Qn.- tthh~'.)~tuf. ~e~J': ;aaln~. ·ord,~!.l.. otµ:istjr: mi~placea tickets, By iri~l.'¢8SWg
For. More · 1nfqrmjltii>n: Assistant Pfrector o.l ·Speech
. ami Y:: :; e iµµi; . . .~y.e· . 1~~~~c1 . . ·nee . : •.·~L · ··the cbil;t.g'eto :$~ the. number of lostticlt~ls .
ari~ Hearill9 services( E><t. 2833. ·)·'.
· . ;:
~·· ·order to.be co11s1~~~~ . el1gt~le; ,· · , ,,;:•ha$ ~ : redu~ed byalmost 50 per C$)~ .
, Question: why. c~n't I ·g'et cr.ed
.•.·.·it for . .. .Regµlar . (0~S)' ·: e~p~oy~ent . is not · '1\:lso the number of lost tickets found and ··. ':
dependen~· upon th~ Iinanci.al need 0 ~ a .:r~turn&t.for· refttrid · has also increased ·
Developmental Reading?
...
stud~nt, IS . funded ' l:>y, State ;.of Florida <Ner 3Q ;per cent. The $20 charge has a
Response: Developmentalcourses are a !JlOmes and 1s o~n to any. full-time student m~re meaningful value than the les8er
student affairs service, not an academic m good ac~dem1c i;tandmg_at U~F. T~e amounts charged . . ·
..
.
. .
service. Since they are not uiiiversitylevel . f~rms reqmred f?r other types of fman':'.1al .
Quest. i.on: Why" ca. n 't we take fCHHI out of
content, no credit can be awarded. ·
·
.. aid are not reqmred
· . for this program ·out the dining.room if we have paid for it?
m~~~~~=ti~~ Response: Board Of Regents, USF Ad· are completely different.
Response: All food must be eaten in the
Soorce for Response: Director of F inancial Aids.
din1"ng room to keep the overall cost to the'
For More Information : Clinician Reading & Study
For More Information: Office of Flnancia'i A ids, ADM
Skills servlte, AOC 204, Ext. 2838.
students on meal plans in proper per172, Ext. 262 1. or, eo.op, Student career & Employment,
Aoc 105. Ext. 2295.
·
spective. With a non-compulsory 'board
Question: Are my records with the
·
e
ed th
1·f the rule IS
Counseling Ceo.ter confidential?
program,
not en1orc , e
Question: How does a student get a job food leaving the
dining areas is being
Response: Yes, records are kept while in college?
.
consumed by non-boarders, thus food costs
completely confidential within the Center.
. Response: The best thing a student can are increased and the food service must
Information is released only on student's do in this situation is to check with the . increase cost to boarding students.
request and then only to a specified ap- Student Employment Center located in the
Question: Why must an 1.D. be
proved professional.
Andros Classroom Building. Here he-she presented every time we enter tfle food
source tor Response : A .P.A. (Psychoioglcal and
can find a number -Of off~ampus jobs service?
·
Psychiatric) and A .P.G.A . Code Of Ethics.
posted on the bulletin board with the hours,
Response: I.D. must be presented to
For More Information : Assistant D irector, Counseling
pay, kind of work and employer listed. If . validate: (1) the name; (2) the picture;
2832
223
center, AOC
• Ext.
·
·
the student prefers to work on campus, the (3) the individual. Everyone must show an
Student Employment Center has a ·list of l.D. regardless how well you are known to
these jobs; however, since this list is not the checker.
Financial Aids
posted, the student must inquire at the
Question: Why are shoes and shirts
·
required in the Snack bar areas when
Question: If a student has a financial desk.
The Financial Aids Office <ADM 172) everything is served in paper?
emergency, can he get help on campus?
Response: The Office of Financial Aids clears students to work on campus. A . Response: It is the policy of Saga Food
can issue short term loans if academic and student working on campus will be either Service to require shoes and shirts in all
OPS or CWSP - either way, he will be food service areas. An outside walk-up
residency requirements are met.
·
cleared by Financial Aids before he is window accommodates students from the
Source for. Response : Student Handbook, 1973-74,
accepted for employment. The Financial swimming pool area.
"Financial Aids" , p . 47.
·
·
For More Information : Office of F inancial A ids, ADM
Aids Office also provides applications for
Question: Why can't dinner meal be
. 172, Ext. 2621 .
students who seek work with the Post extended to a later hour?
.
. Response : Several surveys in the past
Question:a> How does a student obtain Office.
Source for Response: Student Employment Center..
have shown that the present hours meet
financial assistance? b) Why must
For More Information: Student Employment Center,
the needs of the ma]'ority. Increased labor
students file an aid application and AOC
105, Ext. 2295.
and operating costs would result if the
provide fh1ancial information each year
Question: How is out-of-state tuition evening meal hours were extended past
even if financial circumstances have not
waived?
·
changed?
6:30 p.m. These increased costs would
Response: An out-of-state student must have to be reflected in the meal plan cost.
Response: a) All students are required
to file a Finan.cial Aid Application and be in one of the following categories before
Question: Why do you have to return
provide financial information on them- the out-of-state fees can be considered for with an empty plate if you want a different
selves and-or their families in order to be a waiver:
entree selection?
considered each academic year for
Response: This eliminates students
(a) Must be receiving a graduate
financial aid. A student may indicate type assistantship or fellowship covering at from stock piling several plates with
or types of financial aid desired. b) All least one-third of a Line Item in teaching different or similar entrees and causing
funds are allocated to USF on a fiscal year or research .
increased waste.
basis and the source of the funds requires
Question: Are the scrambled eggs
(b ) Must be receiving a service award,
that a student re-qualify each academic as recommended by the Department, or be powdered?
year.
Response: The eggs are fresh frozen
a foreign student, an Exchange student or
homogenized whole eggs. Fifty per cent
Source .for Response: Director of Financial Aids.
in
a
Honors
or
Athletic
Program
and
For More Information: Office of Financial Aids, ADM
fresh cracked eggs are added to frozen egg
receiving a monetary honorarium.
172, Ext. 2621. Or, Student Handbook, 1973-74.
All of the above must be within the quota product to increase quality.
Question: Is the milk in the dispensers
USF by the State Board of Regents.
Question: 1) If a student is not receiving given
powdered?
Financial
need
cannot
be
considered
as
a
any support from his parents and-or is consideration for out-of-state waivers by
Response: The milk is Gradt: A fresh
over 18 and-or married, why does he need direction of the Board of Regents.
pasteurized milk. It is packed in six gallon
financial information on his parplastic dispensers to provide easier
· Source for Response : Director of Financ ial Aids .
ents? 2) Is there a "ceiling" on the family
dispensing. This is the same product you
For More Information : Office of F inancial A ids, ADM
income for financj'al aid?
172, Ex·t . 2621.
(Continued on following page)
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<Continued from previous page)
buy in the super market in paper quarts
and half-gallons. Federal law and Saga
standards prohibit the use of any inferior
product.
Source for Responses : Director of Saga Food Service.
For More Information : Saga Food Service, RAN llOA,
Ext. 2587 .

Minorities
Question: What is provided for handicapped students on campus?
Response: The campus is designed so
that students in motorized wheelchairs can
function effectively. The buildings have
ramps and elevators and the first floor of
one of the men's-women's residence halls
is equipped with bath facilities for students
in wheelchairs . Self-sufficiency is
necessarv in terms of per sonal care and
mobility· with the adapted facilities in
order to qualify for residence. The
University does not permit students who
require assistance with personal C?re ?r
the services of an attendant to hve m
residence. Complete medical information
on the handicapped student's condition
insures complete service form the
University.
source for Response: A ssistant to the Vice Presid enl

for Student Affairs.
For More Information : Office oi Student Affa irs, ADM
151 , Ext. 2151. Or, Vocational Rehabilitation, AOC 204,

r~miff•SARi"#!iitmttP:M*RA§lli!WkftiW

Source for Respoo"' : Flnanclol Aids Office. Alumni
Services Office.
For More Information : High School Relations, FAO
126, Ext. 2076. Or, Financial Aid• Office, ADM 172, Ext.
2621.

Question: What should I do when confronted with a racial situation?
sp~cial
are
There
Response :
representatives that have been appomted
by the President to deal with racial, sexual
and other problems that involve Equal
Opportunity. Each area in the ~niversity,
through its Vice Presidents, 1s charged
with the responsibility of implementing
Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity.
Source for Response: A ssi stant to the Vice President

for Student Affairs (Minority Affa irs) .
For More Information: Student Affairs, ADM 15 1, Ext.
2151.

Question: What are the special
academic programs bf interest to Black
students?
Response : Academic programs that
might be of special interest to Black
students are the Peer Counseling
Program , the Peer Advising Program, the
Afro-American Studies Program, and the
Black Theatre Workshop.
Source for Response : Assistant to the Vice Pres ident

for Student Affairs.

For More Information: Coun seling Center for Human
204, Ext. 2831.

Development, AOC

Question: What is the Black representation on University committees and
Question: Why doesn't the University councils ?
Response : Efforts are made to include
sponsor more Black entertainment
representatives from all segments of the
.
programs?
Response: Most Black entertamment University on all University Committees
and Councils. Black students currently
groups are "top popularity" groups ; few
are " medium popularity." The Student serve in the Student Government ,
Panhellenic Council (governing body of
Entertainment and Activity Council
sororities), Interfraternity Council, Equal
(SEAC > does not sponsor the "top" groups
Opportunity Committee, Student Finance
for the following reasons:
Committee and the Advisory Committee to
l. Amplification Policy - many top
the President.
l
·source for Response : Assistant to the Vice Pres!de 1t
groups have tOO. many e ectrical
student Affairs (Minority Affairs !.
·for
instruments to fit the University's current
. . . . .' For More information : lnlerfratern ity Council ,
. po!icy on amplification.
2. Financial - SEAC has a ce1Jmg of University Center Box 391; ·. Panhellenic Council,
$3,500,'for entire concert costs. Most Black University Center Box' 414 ; Student G()vernment; CTR
·
·
. .. , , ·. I? 6• Ext ..24o.i.
. groups command $7 ,500.
3; An ,a uditorium large enough to house . Question: Wha.t are some si>ecia!
pr(l·grams and actiyities for Bl,a ck
the auaiencedor a ''top" group doei; not
· '<'
students? .
·. exist ·ori campUs. · ·.
. Resp(mse: Sonie of th~ special .progr,a~s
. ·Our ~propos~d solution is ·. to co-sponsor
and activities that might be . of special
' groups .. with1 . the downtown Tampa
'interest to Black students are .t he Annual
·
•
facilities.
uru" ·P ag·eant and Ball sponSQr.·,e. d ·.·
· . . 5·:i1ty ....M.1'ss
oi SE'°'.C.
Director
c~'t or Response:
Sou'r·More
Office, . .,'Univer.
:· SEAC
Information
For
by the Afro-Ameri.can .Society! Bl<!ck:a,.nd ·
· ·
center, ,e.xt. 2637.
Aware Week, which is held durmg the
·· ·
·
·
Question: What is the University doing · Third Quarter each school ye~r, and Black
to eliminate the problems that exist in the Emphasis Weekends are sponsored
throughout the year. The Black and Aware
Black community?
Newsletter is circulated weekly. by the
Response: University Staff and Faculty
serve on numerous boards and committees Afro-American Society. Dances, Talent
in the community. In addition, ,there are Shows, movies and dramatic perother community projects such as The formances are also scheduled.
source for Response~ Assistant to the Vice President
New ·Place, Intensive Tutorial, Volunteer
Affairs).
(Minority
Student
forFor
T eac h er Co rps, E arl Y Ch.ldhood
·
Serv1ces,
Society,
: Afro-American
Information
MoreAffairs
l
University center Box 398, Ext. 2185.
Program, Career Opportunity Program
and Upward Bound.
Question: What Black organizations are
Source for Response: Assistant to the Vice President
there at USF?
for Student Affairs.
For More Information : Intensive Tutorial, AOC 204.
Response: Black students participate in
Ext. 2853 ; Volunteer Services, AOC 219, Ext. 2388 ; The
New Place, Ybor City, Phone 247 -1928; Upward Bound, a number of the more than 100 groups and
University Apartments, Ext. 2802.
organizations on c~mpus .. Some o! t;he
groups or orJ.!;anizations with a maJonty
Question: What happens to Black Black membership are: Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Delta Sigma The~ S~rorities;
students after graduation from USF?
Response: Graduates are encourag~d to Alpha Phi Alpha, Omega Psi Phi, Kappa
utilize the services and resources provided Alpha Psi Fraternities; Ethos- Women's
by the Career Counseling or Placement Service Organizations ; and the USF
Office. Black students graduating from Gospel Choir.
for Response: Assistant to the Vice President
USF find jobs throughout the nation (most forSource
Student Affairs (Minority Affairs).
in the state of Florida) and may continue
For More Information: Student Organizations, CTR
their studies for graduate degrees at 226, Ext. 2615 . Or, Afro-American Society, University
universities throughout the country and Center Box 398, Ext. 2185.
also at the University of South Florida.
Source for Response: Director, Career Planning and
Personal Crisis
Placement.
For More Information : Director, Career Planning. and
Question: Should I come to or stay in
Placemen!, AOC 105, Ext. 2295 . Or, Office of Student
Affairs, ADM 151, Ext. 2151.
USF? <Non-traditional student>
Response : A question like this ~ust be
Question: What financial assistance is handled with a program of advice and
available to Black students?
assessment tailored to the student. The
Response: Financial assistance is situation is explored with a view to
available to all USF students on the basis referral.
of need . Financial assistance is usually
Older women: Aging Studies Program,
available in the form of loans, grant Division of University Studies.
scholarships, or employment. ScholarParent of small children: Student Af-,
ships are awarded on a competative basis . fairs .
Employment opportunities are available
Retired or employed male : Student
based on the student's knowledge and
Affairs Division of University Studies .
experience. Special scholarships are
Une~ployed or welfare: Financial Aids .
awarded to twenty (20) entering minority
Black : Student Affa irs, Division of
students each year on a competative basis .
University Studies .
This year, 7 Graduate Assistantships will
Physically handicapped: Student Afbe awarded to minority students.
fairs .
Psvchiatric history : Counseling Center .
Source for Res pon se: Assis tant to th e V ice Presi d ent
for Stud ent Affa i r s (Minorit y Affair s}.
Medica l problems: Health Center . .
F or Mo r e I nfo rmation : F i nan cia l A ids, A DM 172, E x t .
Not very bright: Student Aff ~ irs ,
2621.
Counseling Center (developmental skills. l
Qul·stion: What s cholarships are
Sour ce for Response : A ss ista nt to the Vice P r es ident
for Sludenl Affairs.
;\\·aila ble at USF?
Response : Some scholarships are ofQuestion: What am I good at?
fered for incoming black freshman
Response : To de termine ~ocational
students - Affirmative Action Scholarship: the Alumni Association has the inte r ests abiliti es a nd choices , th e
Coun seling Center offers vocational inAlumni Scholarship-H.ecruitmg Program.
Other a vailable scholarships are listed in terv iews a variety of tests fitted to the
pamphlets given out by the Financial Aids individu~J need, interpretation of these
tests and as many follow-up sessions as the
Office .
971 ·3542 .

h
.
·U

·~
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,, .. · .. ·,_

student feels necessary . Career planning
and academic advisors contribute .to
career insight and decision making
processes .
source for Response: Counseling Center for Human
Development Organizational Chart.
For More Information : Assistant Director Vocational

Guidance, Counseling Center, Ext. 2838 .

Question: What major should I go into?
Response: The major you choose should
be based on the following con or
career
siderations: 1. your
professional goals . . 2. your a.c ademic
abilities . 3. your values and mterests .
In order to clarify the above areas and
reach a realistic decision , you may seek
assistance from career counselors in the
Personal Resource Center and from
academic advisers in the Division of
University Studies.
Source for Response : Di vis ion of University Studies .

Question: How can a student get to know
people?
Response : If a student lives in the
residence halls, he-she should watch for
posters advertising programs and activities, and then participate in them . If
interested in social groups, the student
could sign up for Greek "Rush " , there is
no obligation. Attendance at hall meetings
assures a student of friends on the floor .
Students are encouraged to frequently
visit the University Center, especially the
Office of Student Organizations. There a
student can find a club or group to fit his
needs. Through his-her participation a
student can meet people. Since loneliness
is often the root of apathy, a .student can
meet people through participation.
Response : D i r ec tor of Stud ent
So urc e for
Org aniza ti on s.
For More Information : ' Stud ent Organi zations, CTR
2 17 , Ext. 2615 . Or, Resident Instructors.

Question: Why can't a transfer student
be assigned to Andros Complex?
Response : Transfer students can be
and are assigned to spaces in the Andros
Complex, but due to the limited space in
the Andros Complex, sometimes it is not
possible to handle all such . requests .
Assignments are made on a first come
first serve basis, with returning students
having first priority .
Source for R esponse : Director of Housing .
For More Information : Registrar ' s Office, ADM 264,
Ext. 2987 . Or, Assignment Clerks, Housing Office, RAR
229 , Ext. 2761 .

Question: Why is there a delay in
making room transfers at the beginning of
each quarter?
Response: At the beginning of each
quarter sufficient time must be allocated
for staff members to determine any
residents who have not returned to the
halls, and then assignment clerks must
make room assignments for new students
checking in . In order to accomplish these
tasks and keep records up to date, they
must control resident movement and
identify specific vacancies.
Source for Response: Direct or ot Housing.
For More Informat ion : Assignment Clerks, RAR 229, ·
Ext. 2761 . Or, Administrati ve Assistant, Housing, RAR
229, Ext. 276;.
Question : Why are there restrictions on
Visitation?
Response : The guidelines for the present
visitation program were developed by the
Board of Regents for the State of Florida
concerns for the personal privacy. Mutual
respect for fellow students and problems
relating to . misuse of past visitation
programs influenced the development of
the present program which is implemented by each of the nine state
universities .
Source.for Response: Florida State Board of Regents.
· For Morn Information: "Student Handbook," 1972-73,
p . .67., Appendi x A, 7. 43 Policy for State ·university
System ; Chairman Board of Regents, Jacksonville,
Florida; General Counsel, ADM 247, Ext. 2131; .Assis.tan!
Vice P~ esi dent, Student Affairs, ADM 151, Ext: ~151.

Question: How do I find my roommate,
friend, student, son, ·d aughter, .husband, or
wife who has been missing for X days?
Response: Go into action , check l~cator,
Qtiestion: Why can't students hay.e pets
Student Affairs card, faculty, residence · in the residence halls?
'
telephone, rpomniate , neighbors? landlord,
problem:~ :· ~ in
~,e.sponse: · Major
Post Office-. If results are. negative, check
saniti;lticl.n, pest control for fleas and lice,
with parents or ·next . Of lcin (if not the - allergies ap.d_ common courtesy fo~
origii:ial source,) and if.ne.¢essary ,_.inform
re.sidents:and pets are thereasons for the :
theJ;Tl of missing . persons · procedure . Get
no"pet policy. Prop~rty .· dam~g¢· J ~I,so
. Security Office mto 'a ction, if ntjt already.
res tilts wneri pets are allowed to hve: ~p· the.
,Check all .·.· Student Affairs agencies .· ·dcirrhf!i . ..Coinmon sense •·· dictateS'. :(hat .
<HELP, .Rap Cadre; Ccii.iriseling .Center for · · artinials . cannot . be kept in such: .d ose '
Human Development, l{ealth' Center,
.quarter s with.any degree of happi~es8Jor .·
Fina:neial · A,ids);.·~f.Libra:ry, advisor,
. · :'.); .
·residents or pets.alike. ·
Finance and 'Accoili!ling; Records. Read
sour2e for ·Response: Director. of Housing~ .
For '; )\(lore ..lnfo~mation: Administrative Plj\lnni.ng,
·obituaries and a:ceident reports (buy St.
2450. or, tlie University of C;ilifornia at
Orlando, · ADM•:iai>,'Ei<tc
Petersburg ; Gaiilesville,
Davis~ ·ailifornia . This university has special regulatio.ns
Jacksonville, . Miami; · Tallahassee , · for ·pets, which is aided by the presence .of .an
"
Agricultural College.
Atlanta , and New Orleans papers.) Repeat
process. Continue to reassure friends,
<;losed-window
a
there
is
Why
Question:
roommate, parents, spouse. Remember to
.
policy in the· residence halls? eat and sleep . Hope.
Response: Pest control, student .safety,
Source for Response: Assistant to the Vice President
control
climate
and · .. ·primarily
·
·
for Student Affairs.
provicie the rationale for the closedQuestion: Where can I get an abortion?
window policy. Because each room 1s
Response: First, determine if you are in
under the control of a central airfact pregnant. If a student? go to the H;ealth
conditioning unit, if one room has an open
Service or get an appomtment with a
window, it will affect the temperature of
gynecologist. Clergy Consultation and
every other room. Presently open windows
Women's Center are referral resources
and proper operation of central . airwhich will assist you to explore all options
conditioning systems are not compatible.
Additionally,
judgmental.
being
without
Source for Response: Director, Facilities Planning and
these agencies will help you with
Jnfcrmalion : Director, Facilities Ptannlng
Op:~~t~~~e
arrangements whatever· your decision.
and Operations, OPM 100, Ext. 2625. Or, Director,
Ser.
Health
Student
Director,
Response:
for
Source
Physical Plant, OPM 100, Ext. 2160.
·
vices.
For More Information : Student Health Services, CTR
Question : Why can't women use the end
401, Ext. 2331 .
doors of their residence hall after d.u sk?
Response: The concern for the security
of the residence co-eds is the major reason
the use of the end doors
Question: How can a student cancel his for discouraging must be taken to insure
Care
dusk.
after
housing contract?
doors latch and relock after
Response: If a student is completing his that the heavy
from the inside .
first quarter in residence at USF and they have been opened
residents have not
wishes to cancel for any reascn, he may They have foundto that
close the doors behind
time
make an application for cancellation with taken the
security broken and
the
leaving
thus
them,
his RI or directly with the Housing Office,
to intruders.
accessible
too
all
halls
the
RAR 229. This policy exists for the benefit
Source for Response: Director of Housing.
of the new student who after entering the
For More Information: University Police Department,
UPB 002, Ext. 2628. Or, Vice President Student Affairs,
University, finds dissatisfaction with dorm
.
ADM 151 , Ext. 2151.
life. There is, however , a $50 charge for
students cancelling after their first
Question: Who may enter a student's
quarter . This charge is similar to the
room? Search a student's room?
amount that you would pay to break a
Response : Authorized University staff
lease in any housing contract whether on
and personnel have the right of entry into
or off campus.
resident students' rooms for purposes of
To cancel the housing contract , due to
repair and maintenance , assessment of
graduation, marriage , withdrawal , _indamages and inventory of University
duction to the armed forces , suspension
property , determination of violation of
from the University, or assignment to Copublic health, sanitation regulations and
student
the
program,
OCT
or
op interning
policies, or emergencies where imminent ·
must file an application at the Housing
danger to life, safety, health , or property is
Office.There is no charge of $50 for such a
reasonably suspected .
cancellation.
Only duty authorized Jaw enforcement
New s tudents who do not break their
personnel , following legal precedures , are
in
contract a fter their first quarter
entitled to enter and search resident hall
residence a re bound to a legal contract and
rooms and resident belongings. As a ·
are responsible for paying the $160. per
general rule , prior notice is given to a pquarter whether they live in the dorms or
propriate University Personnel so that
not. This policy must exist to assure a
representatives of the University may be
stable occupancy level in order for the
present to safeguard student rights and the
University to provide facilities for a large
University 's interests .
number of students at the lowest rate
Source for Response: "Student Handbook," 1972.73, p.
poss ible .
55.
M or e ·Infor mation : Vi ce Pres ident tor Stud ent
For
229,
RAR
Housing,
of
Director
:
Response
for
Source
Affairs, ADM 151. Ext. 2151 ; Assistant Vice President for
Ext. 2761.
Student Affairs, ADM 151, Ext. 2151 ; General Counsel.
For Mor e Informa tion : Univer sity Attorney, Gener a l
ADM 247 , Ext. 21~1.
Counsel, ADM 247 , Ext. 213 1; Vice President, Student
Affai rs, ADM 151. Ext. 215 1; Fresno State College,
(Continued on following page)
D i r ec tor of H ousing , Fresno, California .

.Residence Halls

100 Most Asked Questions
(Continued from previous page)

Student Organization s_
Question: How do I go about starting a
new organization or producing a special
event?
Response: Any student can start the
process for organizing a student
organization or planning a special event.
This process includes planning objectives,
constituency, program, resources, space,
schedule, promotion; leadership, and
University recognition . To facilitate your
planning there are presently two offices on
campus with guidelines and resource
people available. These offices are Student
Organizations and Student Entertainment
and Activity Council (SEAC) office.
Source for RespOnse : Assistant to the Vice President
for Student Affairs, Director of Student Organizations.
Student
Office of
Information :
For Mo(e
Organizations, CTR 217, Ext. 2615. Or, SEAC Office, CTR
226, Ext. 2637 .

Question: How do you get students
"involved"?
Response: Ad space in the campus
newspaper (or alternative media) is a
great way to bring attention to your activity or organization. Since students are
confronted daily with written literature of
cine kind or another, it is often better to use
the "personal touch".- For example, if
every member of a given orgamzation
would spend one week talking to people
about the organization or activity the rate
of response might double. Also there are
professionals· in the Office of Student
Organizations that can advise you in
regard to involving people in your particular organization .or activity. Another
alternative is to set up a table around the
Univers_ity and talk to students as they
enter or leave.
Source

for

Response:

Director

of

Student

·

Organizations.

For . More Information: Student Organizations, CTR
217, Ext. 2615. Or, University Center Reservation isl, U .C.
Desk, Ext. 2635.

Question: What projects may Student
Organizations undertake?
Response: Fund-raising, films, social
service, speakers, special programs,
symposiums, panel discussions, and
displays are some of the programs or
projects a group may sponsor as a student
organization . The Office of Student
Organizations provides advising, support,
and the guiqelines for presenting projects.
Final arrangements are reviewed by this
office in consultation with the
qrganization.

· -So~rce tor Response : Director of Student
·
'
Organizations .
For More Information : Student Organizations, CTR
217, Ext. 2615.

·Question: How may organizations
publicize their ·events?
Response: On campus, limited avenues
are available: WUSF-FM (radio), The
Oracle <newspaper), posters, residence
halls, "A" frames, and flyers. Events may
be publicized by paid advertisement or by
an article when dealing with the Oracle.
The newspaper also pufilishes free notices
(Bulletin Board) in its Tuesday edition.
Posters can be printed at the Student
Organizations Office, graphics, or the
Instructional Materials Center (IMC). If
the event is scheduled well in advance,
notice can appear in the SEAC quarterly
·
<:alendar.
Source

for

Response:

Director

of

Student

Organizations.
For More Information : Student Organizations, CTR
219, Ext. 2615; The Oracle, LAN 469, Ext. 2619; WUSF FM ULI 001, Ext. 2215 ; Graphics, ULI 001 , Ext. 2341;
IMC, EDU 118, Ext. 234.1-

Question: What is the policy for
speakers at the University?
Respor:ise: See " Policy on Off-Campus
Speakers" in the "Student Handbook,"
1972-73.
Source for Response: " Student Handbook.'' 1:972-73 compiled by the Office of Student Affairs, Part I, Section
B, Paragraph 2a-h, pp. 46 -7.

Question: What is the Solicitation Policy
·
at the University?
Response : See "Policy on Sales and
Solicitations" in the "Student Handbook,"
1972-73.
Source for Response : "Student Handbook" (72-73) compiled by the Office of Student Affairs, Part I, Section
·
B, Paragraph 7a -c, pp. 49 -50.
For More Information : Assistant Vice President,
Office of Student Affairs, ADM 151. Ext. 2151.

Question: Where and when can I check
out recreational equipment?
Response : Go to the Equipment Checkout Room, located in GYM 105. Equipment
may be checked out by any student
presenting his fee card. Hours vary from
quarter to quarter. Each quarter open
hours will be listed in The Oracle and
posted in GYM 105. You may also find out
by calling 974-2125.
Source tor Response : D i rector of Physical Education,
Intramural Sports. and Intercollegiate Athletics.

..,

(}m•stion: Where can women students,
\'t•lt•rans. handicapped students, or foreign
studt•nts get special assistance?
Answer: Women students-Women's
Center. CTR 159.

students-Student
Handicapped
Organizations, CTR 226.
Foreign students-Foreign Student
Adviser, CTR 217.
Veterans-Office of Veterans Affairs,
CTR 166.

Student Publications
Question: Are student publications
supported by service and activity fees?
Response: Yes . In the past, approximately 40-45 per cent of the overall
budget of The Oracle was financed through
an allocation from service-activity fees .
The remainder of the budget was revenue
generated by advertising sold by student
members of the advertising staff.
Source for Response: Office of Student Publications.
For More Inform at ion: Dir ec tor of S1vdent
Publications. Office of Student Publ ications, LAN 472,
E x t. 2617.

Question: a) Who owns student
publications? b> Who is the actual
publisher <in Florida l?
Response: a> The State of Florida
through the University of South Florida. bl
The President of the University, under the
Board of Regents .
Source for Response : Office of Student Publications,
Direc tor of Publications .
For More Information : Director of Publications, Office
of Stud ent Publications, LAI\! 472, Ext. 2617.

·Question: a) Has the Administration
attempted to set editorial policy of any
publications? b) Are student publications
"censored" by the Administration?
Response: a) No. bl Student editors and
staff members are expected to adhere to
the canons of journalism . The discipline of
journalism embodies freedom of the press
and attendant responsibility. The director,
who also serves as advisor for the
publications, through consultations with
the editors, can insist as the appointee of
the Vice President for Student Affairs that
the accepted standards of journalistic
professionalism are observed.
Source for Response: Office of Student Publications. ·.
For More Information : Director of Student
Publications, Office of Student Pubiications, LAN 472,
Ext. 2617.

Question: Who sets the editorial policy of
The Oracle.?
Response: The Board of Student
Publications acts as planners and advisers, not as censors . .E:ditorial policy is
set by the student editor in consultation
with an editorial board . composed of
subordinate editors.
Source for Resoonse : Office of Student Publications.
For More Information : Director of Publications, Office
of Student Publications, LAN 472, Ext. 2617 .

Question: Who makes up the Board of
Student Publications?
Response: The Board is made up of: the
editor of each publication, advertising
manager of The Oracle, the Director of
Student Publications, the Chairman who is
the Assistant to the Vice President for
Student Affairs and who has no voice or
vote, one student nominated by the
President of Student Government, one
faculty member nominated by the faculty
of the Department of Mass Communications, two members of the local
press , four faculty members - each
representing a separate college and activity, and four students each from difactivities .
and
colleges
ferent
Qualifications: 2.0 GPR, 45 Qtr. hrs., 12 at
USF, current full-time student. Faculty none may be a member of the Faculty
Senate.
Source for Response: Office of Student Publications.
For More Information : Director of Publications, Office
of Student Public<1tions, LAN 472, Ext. 2617.

Question: a) How are the student editors
selected? bl Who selects the other staff
members and determines tbe position they
will hold?
Response: a) The Vice President for
Student Affairs ·makes the appointment
after receiving recommendations concerning candidates from the Director of
Student Publications and the Student
Publications Board. b) They are appointed
by the editors in consultation with the
Director of Student Publications.
Source tor Response: Office of Student Publications.
For More Information : Director of Publications, Office
of Student Publications. LAN 472, Ext. 2617.

Question: Do the editors have authority
to make day-by-day decisions and can they
fire a staff member (for cause)'!
Response: The Director of Student
Publications places direct responsibility
for routine production and operation upon
the editors of the publications. However, in
other than routine matters, such as the
discharge of a staff member, the editors
consult with the Director for his concurrence. Should the editors and the
Director find themselves unable to reach
an agreement, the editors may appeal the
Director's decision to the Vice President
for Student Affairs.
Source for Response : Office of Student Publications.
For More Information: Director of Publications1 Office
of Student Publicat ions, LAN 472 , Ext . 2617.

Question: Is the campus paper written,
edited, and .composed by University
students?

Response : Yes, a total (paid> staff of 53
writers , lay out and edit the newspaper
four days a week. All publications are
completely staffed by students. Any fulltime student may make an application
with the editors of the publications.
Soi.J rce for Response: Office of Student Public.:ltions .
For Mor e Inf o rmation : D irec t or o f S t udent
Pub l ica tion s, L AN 472, E xt. 26 17.

Question: Do students get academic
credit for working on the publications?
Response: No. The Office of Student
Publications is an agency of the Office of
Student Affairs and the Director is
responsible to the Vice President for
Student Affairs .
Source for R esponse: Off ice of Student Publications .
For More Informat i on : Director of Student
Publication s, Olfice of Student Publication s, LAN 472 ,
Ext. 26 17.

University Center
Question: How is the University Center
budget financed?
Response: The University Center budget
is financed through student service fees
and generated income. Income generated
by variQus workshops and program accounts for about one quarter of the
University Center budget.
Source for Response: Univers ity Center, Operations
and Administrative Office.

For More Information : Director, Univers it y Center,
CTR 124, E x t. 2635.

Question: Why must students pay admission prices to events since $34.50
<activity and service fees> of their tuition
automati~ally goes to these events?
Response: Student Service Fees are
used in many areas. The Program Office
actually receives only a small amount of
Student Activity and Service Fees, so they
must charge students a minimal entrance
fee to pay for the programming.
Source for Response: Program Director , Student
Entertainment and Activities Council.
For More Information: Assistant Program Director,
Program Activities Office, CTR 226, E x t. 2637.

Question: Why isn't there a board to
ma-ke policy and regulations for the
University Center?
Response: The University Center
operates under policies, rules, and
regulations of the University, created only
to keep disruption and interferences of
normal operations at a minimum. These
administrative policies are a result of
decisions by the University Planning
Committee.
Source for Response : University Planning Committee
- Administrative Rules and Regulations "
For More Information : University Center (Operations
& Administrativ e Office.)

Question: Why must students have l.D.
and fee card to check out equipment from
recreation areas?
Response: This is not always true. A fee
card alone is accepted provided it is
legible. In order to establish identity and
student status it is necessary to have both,
but if you have only a photo l.D., you may
sign a certificate . stating that you are
presently .a student.
Source for Response: "Policy Governing Use of CTR
Recreation Facilities and Equipment", Paragraph A -1.
For More Information : Supervisor of the Recreation'
Room, University Center.

Question: Why must equipment be
reissued every two hours when there is no
waiting line?
Response: Required by Paragraph B2a
of "Policy Governing Use of CTR
Recreation Facilities and Equipment",
date - April 18, 1972.
Source for Response: "Policy Governing Use of CTR
Recreation Facilities and Equipment", Section B,
Paragraph 2a .
For More Information : Supervisor of the Recreation
Room, University Center.

Question: What is done with receipts
from the Recreation Room?
Response : Very little profit is actually
made . The money is used for new equipment, maintenance, and staffing. Any
profits are transferred to the student
activities fund.
Source tor Response : Supervisor of the Recreation
Room, University Center.
For More I ntormation : Assistan t Director of
Operations,. CTR 124, Ext. 263S.

Students, The Law
and Grievances
Question: How can a student present a
grievance against a fellow student or a
member of the faculty or the staff of the
University?
Response: A grievance may be
presented by filing a written description of
the grievance in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs. The person
filing the complaint can expect an answer
as to how the grievance is being handled
within seven days from the date of filing .
In addition, each college has a system for
hearing academic disputes within their
particular college.
Source for Response: Assistant to the Vice President

tor Student Affairs .
For More Information : College Councils; Office of
Student Affairs, ADM 151, E x t . 2151 ; Student Government, CTR 156, Ext. 2401.

Question: How do I go about protesting a
grade <or other apparently unfair
procedure in academic work>?
Response : First , the student should
discuss the problem with the instructor. If
the problem is not handled to his
satisfaction , he should next discuss t.he
problem with the college adviser . The
adviser will explain the college's student
grievance procedure to the student.
Sour ce for Respon se: Assistant to th e Vice Pr esi d ent
for Stud ent Affai r s.

Question : How do 1 go about protesting a
traffic fine or citation from the Security
Office?
Response: There are two alternatives
presented : to confer with the head of the
traffic detail , and to apply with Security
for a hearing by the county court. A
grievance officer in the Student Affairs
Office reviews the student's position,
corrects any misinformation , and offers to
send a recommendation if there is
reasonable cause. The officer · may also
confer with the University Police to check
the accuracy of the information, but rarely
serious discrepancies or falsehoods occur.
Source for Response: Assistant to th e Vice Presidenfor Stud ent Affairs.
For More Information: Security, UPB, USF, E xt. 2628.

Question: Is there an office on campus to
handle landlord-tenant problems?
Response: Yes . Student Government
maintains a service to hear and attempt to
resolve student complaints against landlords. The offices are open from 8 a .m. to
5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Also, any unfair practices
may be brought to the attention of the
campus newspaper for exposure and investigati0n . Complaints involving a large
number of University students may be
brought to_the Student Affairs Office.
Source for Response: Assistant to the Vice President

tor Student Affairs.
For More Information : Student Government, CTR 156,
Ext . 2401. Or, Student Affairs, ADM 151, Ex t. 2151.

Question: Is there an attorney · for
students on campus?
Response: No . But the Hillsborough
County Bar Association, through the Offices of Law, Inc., offers certain legal
services free of charge to those individuals
who meet certain income and residency
the
addition ,
In
requirements .
Hillsborough County Bar Association
offers lawyer referral service, whereby
individuals are referred to participating
lawyers who perform service at a reduced
fee for those unable to pay the normal fee .
Source tor Response : Assistant to the Vice President
tor Student Affairs.
For More Information : Student Affairs, ADM 151, ext .
2151; Law Inc. of Hillsborough County: 1809 N . Howard
Ave. - 253 -0087, 8127 N . Nebraska Ave. - 935-3197, 1802
17th St. - 248-3117; Lawyers Referral Service, Court
House, 223-1311; Student Government, CTR 156, Ext.
2401.

Textbooks
Question: What is the Bookstore buyback policy?
Response: Textbooks which are to be
used for the next quarter are purchased at
50 per cent of the list price. Discontinued
editions are purchased at wholesale prices
listed in the buyers guide.
Source for Response : Pamphl~t published by the
Bookstore.
For More Information : Aux iliary Services, CTR 102,
Ext. 2631 .

Question: What is the Used textbook
purchasing policy?
Response: . The Bookstore attempts,
whenever possible, to provide students
with the choice of either NEW or USED
textbooks. When · USED texts are
available, they will be placed on the
shelves alongside NEW books. A USED
book initially represents a 25 per cent
savings in textbook cost. Additional
savings can be realized if sold back to the
Bookstore.
Source tor Response : Pamphlet published by the
Bookstore.
For More Information: Auxiliary Services, CTR 102,
Ext. 2631.

Question: What is the Bookstore's
textbook return policy?
Response: Full refund will be given at
the beginning of each quarter under the
following terms:
1. The book must be returned during the
first two weeks of the current quarter,
accompanied with a cash register receipt
and bear the Bookstore price mark . New
textbooks must be free of all markings pen or pencil.
2. Special order and reference books are
not eligible for refund.
3. Textbooks, new or used,. returned
after the first two weeks will be purchased
at a fair market value.
4. Defective books will be replaced free
of charge and should be returned as soon
as the defect is noticed.
Source for Response : Pamphlet published by the
Bookstore.
For More Information : Auxiliary Services, CTR 102,
Ext. 2631.

.Question: Why does the Bookstore occasionally run out of books?
Response: There are a number of
reasons : 1. No stock at the publisher. 2.
misdirected shipments. 3. Unanticipated
large enrollments. 4. Late adoptions .
Source for Response : Director of Auxiliary Services.

For More Information : Auxiliary Services, CTR 102,
Ext. 2631.

